
1 A garnet and red paste garland necklace in gilt metal, with 
florets, five-pointed stars and teardrop designs, attached to 
fancy belcher links with tube clasp and safety chain, metal 
unmarked, measures 42.0 cm long, total weight of item 19.7 
grams. 

one stone deficient. £100-150

2 An emerald and diamond three-stone ring, comprises a 
cushion step-cut emerald in the centre approximately 
measures 5.1 x 4.0 mm, flanked by two old-European cut 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.50ct, claw set on 
a bi-coloured metal mount, scrolled gallery and shoulders to a 
tapered D-profile shank, unmarked, ring size L½, total weight 
of item 3.0 grams. £300-400

3 A Chinese lacquer carved bead necklace and matching 
earrings; the necklace consists of twenty-five spherical wood 
beads, each engraved with the 'Shou' pattern which signifies 
longevity, finished with red lacquer (trade name 'cinnabar 
lacquer'), hand-knotted to a box clasp, marked 'SILVER' and 
'MADE IN CHINA', overall measuring 86.0 cm in length, bead 
measures 2.9 cm across; the pair of matching earrings each 
comprises one carved 'Shou' bead, attached to screw-back 
fittings, stamped ''9ct'. 
Total weight of items 263.7 grams (2). £80-120

4 A diamond trilogy ring, with three graduating diamonds with an 
estimated total weight of 1.08ct, claw set on a low profile 
mount, to a tapered D-profile shank, metal marked as '18ct', 
ring size O, total weight of item 4.6 grams. £500-700

5 A pair of gem-set stylised leaves earrings, each consisting of 
brilliant diamonds and oval topazes interspacing throughout 
the domed mount, with scored and textured details, backed 
with peg and clip fittings, overall measures 2.9 x 2.0 cm, total 
weight of items 22.2 grams. £700-800
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6 A Victorian diamond bar brooch navette shaped and set with 
twenty one old brilliant cut diamonds graduating from a central 
5.0mm diamond. Total diamond weight estimated to be 3.00ct, 
Colour H/I, clarity SI2-P1, set into white and yellow metal. 5.1 
grams. In associated Tessiers case £1,700-2,200

7 A baguette and trillion diamond three-stone gypsy ring in 18ct 
gold, featuring a centre vertical colourless baguette diamond, 
flanked by two light yellow trillion diamonds, flush set to a plain 
D-section band, British hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark 
'T&Co', ring size K½, estimated total weight of diamonds 
0.21ct, total weight of item 5.2 grams. £200-300

8 Two gem-set rings with diamonds and amethyst; the first 
consists of a three-stone diamond ring, star-set on panel 
mounts, to a D-profile shank, marked '18ct', size I; the other 
has an amethyst flanked by two diamonds, claw set in mounts 
to tapered flat shank, marked '18ct', size P; Total weight of 
items 4.7 grams (2). £150-250

9 A pavé set cubic zirconia ring, encrusted with brilliant-cut CZs 
on a bombé mount in yellow metal, to a D-section shank, 
Italian hallmarked '750', ring size S, weighs 8.2 grams. £300-
400

10 An 18ct gold diamond cluster ring, comprises seven brilliant 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 2.52ct, claw set on 
a white gold high profile mount, to a tapered flat shank in 
yellow gold, London hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark 
'AFJ', dated 2020, ring head measures 14 mm across, ring size 
O½, total weight of item 5.6 grams. £1,300-1,500
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11 A tension-set diamond ring, featuring a single brilliant diamond 
with an estimated weight of 0.08ct, tension-set on a two-tone 
precious metal shank, Italian hallmarked as '750', ring size 
M½, total weight of item 3.6 grams. £200-300

12 A quantity of costume jewellery, to include examples of an 18ct 
gold Victorian crescent and star brooch with seed pearls, 
converted into a necklace with beads and drawstring cords; 
two other similarly styled Indian jewellery with yellow precious 
metal pendants; two strings of pearl necklaces; a pair of Indian 
earrings and a tribal bracelet in white metal; An agate bead 
choker and a bone choker. £100-150

13 A sapphire and diamond halo earrings and necklace en suite; 
The earrings each comprises an oval sapphire with deep blue 
body colour, approximately measuring 6.8 x 4.9 mm, 
encompassed by fifteen brilliant diamonds with an estimated 
weight of 0.45ct, claw set in a white metal mount, backed with 
screw-on fittings, unmarked; The pendant is similarly 
fashioned with oval sapphire edged by diamonds, suspending 
on a pavéd diamond bail, to a fine wheat chain in platinum, 
pendant unmarked, chain hallmarked as '950' with sponsor's 
mark 'S.T', chain measuring 46.5 cm long. Total estimated 
diamond weight 1.15ct, total weight of items 11.9 grams (2). 
£1,400-1,600

14 A sovereign coin pendant on chain, consisting of a mounted 
2002 half sovereign gold coin with a shield design on the 
reverse, attached to an applied bow motif surmount set with 
diamond and ruby highlights, on a fine curb link chain, 
Sheffield hallmarked as '375' with maker's mark 'GS' and a 
Golden Jubilee commemorative mark, 2002, pendant 
measures 3.5 x 2.4 cm, chain 46.5 cm, total weight of item 
12.1 grams. £250-350

15 A diamond solitaire ring in 18ct bi-coloured gold, featuring a 
round brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.36ct, six 
claws set on a high profile cathedral mount, to a tapered D-
shaped shank, London hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 
'G&B', dated 1979, ring size M, total weight of item 2.1 grams. 
£250-350
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16 A 9ct gold oval locket, with both covers engraved with foliate 
and scrollwork details, to reveal two picture compartments, 
snap and hinged fastener, unmarked but assessed as 9ct gold, 
overall measures 4.2 x 3.2 cm, 14.3 grams. £300-500

17 A 9ct gold "I Love You" bracelet, with engraved upper case 
letters spanning across two curb link chains, fastens with 
spring-ring clasp, London hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 
'FM', dated 1971, measures 18.0 x 1.4 cm, total weight of item 
4.8 grams. £100-150

18 A rose-cut diamond cluster half hoop ring, featuring rose-cut 
diamonds graduated from the centre in claw settings, 
interspersed with smaller diamond accents, with an estimated 
diamond weight of 0.91ct in total, to a flat shank forged with 
texture, yellow metal unmarked, ring size M, total weight of 
item 3.6 grams. £1,700-1,900

19 A sapphire and diamond halo ring, featuring oval mixed cut 
sapphire with intense blue body colour, approximately 
measuring 8.5 x 6.5 mm, encompassed by sixteen brilliant 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.30ct, claw set on 
a white precious metal mount, to a tapered flat shank, marked 
'Sifani 750', ring head measures 12.7 x 10.3 mm, ring size L, 
total weight of item 4.2 grams, with a World Gemological 
Institute report WGI9624137743. £1,800-2,000

20 A pair of pearl and diamond earrings, each comprising an 8.7 
mm pearl with pink overtones, set on a ruffle white metal 
mount with pierced details, edged with diamonds accents, 
backed with peg and butterfly fittings, marked as '750 18K', 
total weight of items 6.0 grams. £200-300
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21 Three diamond rings in yellow gold, one consisting of a round 
brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.25ct, claw set 
on a mount with diamond accents, to a tapered flat shank, 
Birmingham hallmarked as 18ct, ring size I; second consists of 
a brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.28ct, claw set 
on a low profile mount, to a tapered shank, London hallmarked 
as 9ct, ring size K½, the last consists of diamonds on a bypass 
setting, with an estimated weight of 0.33ct, London hallmarked 
as 9ct, ring isze L½. Total weight of items 7.9 grams (3). £150-
250

22 A three-stone diamond gypsy ring in 18ct gold, comprises 
three old-cut diamonds star set on a yellow gold D-profile 
shank, London hallmarked as '18' with maker's mark 'WJH', 
dated 1896, ring size N, total weight of item 6.2 grams. £120-
180

23 A tourmaline and opal dress ring, comprises a green oval-
shaped mixed-cut tourmaline at the centre, approximately 
measures 6.4 x 4.6 mm, flanked with two round precious opal 
slices and two round mixed-cut tourmalines, claw set on a 9ct 
yellow gold mount with scrollwork details, to a tapered D-
section shank, London hallmarked 375, dated 1972, with 
maker's mark G&T.J, ring size Q, total weight of item 3.8 
grams. £80-120

24 A cubic zirconia engagement ring, centred with a brilliant-cut 
CZ claw set on a high profile mount, with two rows of princess-
cut CZs slanted channel set on the shoulders, to a tapered flat 
shank, stamped '750', ring size S, 6.9 grams. £250-350
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25 A lot consisting of 8 pairs of imitation enamel pearls and two 
cubic Zirconia line bracelets. The first large imitation enamel 
red bead earrings are on white metal stamped 925 with CZ 
stones set into the top loop. 
The second small imitation enamel red bead earrings are on 
white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loop. 
The third large turquoise imitation enamel bead earrings are on 
white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loop. 
The fourth small turquoise imitation enamel bead earrings are 
on white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top 
loop. 
The firth large white imitation pearl earrings are on white metal 
stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loop. 
The sixth item is large white imitation pearl earrings on white 
metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the tear shape top 
loop. 
The seventh item is large Tahitian imitation pearl earrings on 
white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loops. 

The eighth item is grey imitation pearls earrings on white metal 
stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loops. 
The ninth item 
Finally, another cubic zirconia set tennis line bracelet set into 
white metal stamped 925, measuring 3.9mm across with a 
double-figure of eight safety catches. (10) £80-120

26 A lot consisting of miscellaneous jewellery items, two domed 
Turkman style scarf rings in yellow metal with adjustable 
bands; an Aventurine quartz beaded necklace with base metal 
clasp, approximately measuring 60 cm in length; a pheasant 
brooch bead-set with rose-cut red stones, with pin stem and 
catch also with a safety chain; a quartz pendant where an oval 
faceted rock crystal collet set in a sterling silver scalloped 
surround, measuring 4.8 x 2.9 cm in dimensions. Total weight 
of items 80.4 grams. £80-120

27 An 18ct white gold and diamond solitaire ring, comprises a 
brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.43ct, 
approximate colour and clarity L/M and I2, claw set on a trellis 
mount, to a tapered court shank, Birmingham hallmarked '750' 
with sponsor's mark 'BAA', ring size N, total weight of item 3.1 
grams. £200-400

28 A sapphire and diamond gypsy ring, featuring a cushion-
shaped sapphire with an intense and deep blue body colour, 
rub-over set on a white metal mount, diamond accents on the 
shoulders, to a tapered yellow metal shank, unmarked, ring 
size O, total weight of item 12.5 grams. £500-700
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29 An enamel masked lady ring, round disc depicting a feminine 
face in a Colombina style mask painted against a white 
background, eyes set with rose-cut diamonds, bordered with 
blue guilloche enamel edges, to a D-section shank, yellow 
metal unmarked, ring head measures 2.7 cm across, ring size 
P, weighs 12.7 grams. £1,700-1,800

30 A multi-gem set enamel cross pendant, centrally set with a 
dark blue sapphire cabochon, a square ruby and a square 
white stone highlights, on a blue enamelled cross panel with 
rounded ends, attached to a plain bail, yellow metal unmarked, 
overall measures 3.6 x 2.4 cm, total weight of item 4.1 grams. 
£80-120

31 A jewelled crown and citrine pendant, consisting of a heart-
shaped faceted Madeira citrine approximately measures 17.7 x 
17.5 mm, hanging underneath a gem-set crown surmount with 
coloured stones and seed pearls, connected to a plain bail, 
metal unmarked but tests as gold, overall measures 3.5 x 1.8 
cm (excluding bail), total weight of item 5.5 grams. £700-900

32 A diamond solitaire ring in platinum, composed of a brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.93ct, with approximate 
colour and clarity ranges SI1 and H/I, claw set on a low-profile 
mount to a tapered court-profile shank, British hallmarked as 
'950', ring size J½, total weight of item 4.1 grams. £300-500

33 A Cartier trinity bracelet, featuring three interlocking bands in 
18ct yellow, pink and white gold, Swiss hallmarked with 
Helvetia head, convention hallmark '750', sponsor's mark 
'SAOE', numbered '756161', signed 'Cartier', each band 
measuring 3.2 mm wide, bracelet inner diameter measuring 
6.4 cm, 6.8 mm wide, total weight of item 32.7 grams. £1,700-
2,300
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34 Two 9ct diamond cluster rings and a cubic zirconia ring; A 
synthetic ruby and diamond halo ring in 9ct white gold, size O; 
A diamond cluster ring in 9ct white gold, size N; A two-row CZ 
ring with pseudo hallmarks, marked 'DQCZ', size M; Total 
weight of items 8.3 grams (3). £200-300

35 A cubic zirconia half eternity ring, with two rows of princess-cut 
CZs slanted channel set on a white metal mount, to a tapered 
flat shank, stamped '750', ring size S, 6.1 grams. £200-300

36 An Indian fringe necklace and a three-strand ruby bead 
necklace; the fringe necklace comprises stamped motifs on 
sheet gold, with beaded terminations, to a drawstring cord, 
unmarked but assessed as 22ct gold, drop length 34.0 cm; The 
ruby bead necklace is composed of three rows of faceted ruby 
beads, with a ladybug shaped spacer tested as 18ct white gold 
encrusted with diamonds, to a drawstring cord, unmarked, 
drop length 43.0 cm; Total weight of items 70.3 grams (2). 
£2,000-2,500

37 A 9ct gold multi-gem cluster ring and a diamond solitaire ring; 
The cluster ring features a white pearl with pink overtone set in 
the centre, surrounded by sapphires and brilliant diamonds, 
claw set on mount to tapered flat shank, London hallmarked 
'375', 2004, size O½; The solitaire ring comprises an old-
European cut diamond illusion set in cathedral mount, foliate 
details on shoulders to tapered flat-edge shank, stamped 
'18ct', size N½; Total weight of items 4.6 grams (2). £150-250

38 A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the cushion mixed cut 
sapphire with pale cornflower blue body colour, 3.30ct, 
surrounded by eight old mine cut diamonds, 0.80ct, K-L, 
SI1/SI2 set in yellow precious metal with a black enamel 
border, Italian hallmarked as '750', approximately 20mm x 
250mm, ring size N½, 10.25grams, with a World Gemological 
Institute report WGI9624135650. £1,400-1,600
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39 A sapphire and diamond halo ring, comprises a cushion-cut 
sapphire with a deep intense blue body colour, approximately 
measures 8.1 x 6.6 mm, encircled by ten old-cut diamonds 
claw set in a mount with scalloped edge, and further two old-
cut diamonds pavé-set on the shoulders, with an estimated 
total diamond weight of 1.60ct, to a tapered knife-edge shank, 
with a faint French eagle head hallmark (indicates '18ct'), ring 
head 16.3 x 13.9 mm, ring size M, total weight of item 5.0 
grams. £400-600

40 An 18ct bi-coloured gold necklace with a heart pendant, which 
has round brilliant diamonds pavé set on a white gold domed 
heart-shaped mount, connected to a pavéd bail with an 
estimated total diamond weight of 0.54ct, to a yellow gold 
fancy link chain, fastened with a tube clasp and figure of eight 
safety catch, London convention hallmark '750', with sponsor's 
mark 'Pi', dated 1999, necklace approximately measuring 42.0 
cm, total weight of item 20.2 grams. £600-800

41 An amethyst and diamond dress ring, featuring two square-cut 
amethysts collet set in yellow precious metal mounts, 
diamond-set chevron motifs echoing on the shoulders, to a 
tapered D-profile shank, Italian hallmarked '750', ring size P, 
total weight of item 5.9 grams. £250-350

42 A diamond solitaire ring in platinum, featuring a brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 3.87ct, approximate 
colour and clarity of K-L, SI1, six claw set on a high-profile 
mount, to a plain tapered flat shank, marked 'platinum', ring 
size O½, total weight of item 6.1 grams. 

stone is slightly loose from setting. £6,000-8,000

43 A synthetic emerald cocktail ring, centred with a step-cut 
synthetic emerald set in collet, surrounded by eight white 
stones and split shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, marked as 
'18k', ring size U, total weight of item 8.1 grams. £800-1,200
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44 An Essex crystal ring depicting a Jack Russell Terrier, the 
reverse intaglio is done on a round rock crystal cabochon, 
mounted to a pinkish-yellow metal with tapered flat shank, 
hallmark rubbed off, ring head measures 9.7 mm across, size 
G½, total weight of item 2.0 grams. £100-150

45 A Fede ring set with a diamond, depicting two hands holding a 
heart, symbolising faith and friendship, centred with an old-cut 
diamond highlight, black enamel stripes on shank, yellow 
metal unmarked, ring size Q, weighs 3.7 grams. £450-750

46 A silver cased perfume bottle with funnel, a pair of pearl drop 
earrings, a gem-set necklace and earrings en suite; The silver 
case for the perfume bottle has an embossed rose design, 
along with a silver funnel, both London hallmarked as '925' 
with maker's mark 'AN' dated 1989; The pair earrings each 
consists of an 8.0 mm cream pearl with pink overtones, 
suspending from a yellow metal lever back fitting, marked as 
'750'; The necklace and earrings set each has a princess cut 
blue paste claw set on a white metal mount, embellished with 
CZs, suspended on a snake chain and fitted with pegs and 
butterflies respectively, marked as '925', chain 50.0 cm, mount 
measures 1.6 cm in length. Total weight of items 38.8 grams 
(4). £100-150

47 A stick pin with single diamond in a screw fitting, featuring an 
old-cut yellow tinted diamond with an estimated weight of 
1.12ct, claw set in a detachable crown mount, to a twisted pin 
stem with pull to release stopper. £300-400

48 A star sapphire and cubic zirconia gypsy ring, consisting of a 
pale blue star sapphire approximately measuring 11.5 x 10.0 
mm, rub over set in a yellow precious metal mount, flanked by 
two round CZs bead-set on the shoulders, to a tapered shank, 
metal marked as '18K', ring size P, band measures 0.6 cm 
wide, total weight of item 16.9 grams. £600-900
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49 Two diamond rings and a synthetic opal ring; to include a 
three-stone diamond ring in 18ct gold and platinum, ring size 
P; a two-stone diamond bypass ring with small diamond 
accents and millgrain details, marked 'PLAT', ring size M½; a 
synthetic opal and CZ halo ring in 9ct gold, size L; Total weight 
of items 5.0 grams (3). £100-150

50 An Edwardian blue paste, sapphire and diamond five-stone 
ring, set with two blue faceted pastes and a sapphire, 
alternated with two rose-cut diamonds, on a scrolled mount to 
a tapered D-profile shank in 18ct yellow gold, Birmingham 
hallmarked '18' with maker's mark 'G.M', 1910, ring size O½, 
total weight of item 3.0 grams. £120-180

51 A diamond half eternity ring, consisting of nine graduated 
brilliant diamonds, with an estimated total weight of 0.86ct, 
channel set in a white metal mount, to a flat shank, marked 
'14k BEN', ring size N½, total weight of item 4.4 grams. £300-
500

52 A faceted ruby bead necklace, comprising a string of one 
hundred and twenty-three ruby beads in various red shades, 
graduating approximately from 6.2 to 4.8 mm, with white metal 
clasps marked as '9ct', measuring 44.5 cm long, total weight of 
item 30.0 grams, with a World Gemological Institue report 
WGI9624137739. £600-800

53 Three multi-gem rings; A Victorian seed pearl and garnet ring 
in 15ct gold (three pearls deficit), Chester 1882, size Q½; A 
three-stone garnet ring in 9ct gold, London 1975, size O; A 
panel chequerboard ring with diamonds and rubies, marked 
'18ct', size N; Total weight of items 7.3 grams (3). £120-180
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54 An enamel skull charm pendant with diamonds, a white and 
mottled teal enamelled silver hollow skull with eyes set with 
rose-cut diamonds, suspending from an 18ct yellow gold jump 
ring, London hallmarked '925 750' with Gaettano Chiavetta 
maker's mark 'GC', measures 21.1 x 11.4 x 15.6 mm, weighs 
4.8 grams. £150-250

55 A 9ct gold and three-stone diamond ring, consisting of three 
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.65ct, 
approximately colour and clarity range from J/K and I2-I3, claw 
set on a low profile mount, to a tapered yellow gold shank, 
London hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark 'MJ', ring size R, 
total weight of item 2.6 grams. £200-400

56 An Art Deco diamond ring and two wedding bands; the four-
stone diamond ring comprises four old-European cut diamonds 
with an estimated total weight of 0.56ct, with two central 
diamonds slightly raised, millgrain, engravings and scrollwork 
details on the shoulders and under gallery, to a tapered shank 
hallmarked as '18c', ring size S; An Australian plain slim 
wedding band with a flat edge, marked '18ct' and G&E Rodd 
maker's mark 'APEX', size P; A plain court band, hallmark 
unreadable, size S; Total weight of items 10.0 grams (3). £200-
300

57 A three-stone diamond ring; the slightly graduated, mixed old-
cut diamonds star set within a tapering band marked '18ct' with 
maker's mark 'RAJ'. Ring size P, 3.3 grams. £150-250

58 Two black opal rings; First consists of an oval Ethiopian opal 
cabochon, displaying play-of-colour in a digit pattern, against a 
treated dark background colour, collet set to mount with a plain 
flat shank, marked '925', opal measures 20.4 x 16.6 mm, ring 
size U; the other also has an oval Ethiopian opal cabochon, 
showing play-of-colour in polygonal patches, against a treated 
dark body colour, collet set to mount with a plain flat shank, 
marked '925', opal measures 17.7 x 12.6 mm, ring size R½; 
Total weight of items 13.0 grams (2). £150-250
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59 A three-strand pearl festoon necklace with matching bracelet; 
The necklace comprises draping swags of off-round white 
pearls with pink overtones, strung to decorative stations with 
ropework details and pearl accents, fastened with a discrete 
box clasp, unmarked, measures 38.5 cm in length; The 
matching bracelet is similarly fashioned with three-strands of 
pearls, bar spacers in between sections spacers and clasp 
tested as 18ct gold, fastened with a decorative box clasp, 
unmarked, measures 18.0 cm long; Total weight of items 87.3 
grams (2). £1,800-2,200

60 A diamond ring and a pair of gem-set earrings; the ring has a 
flower motif on a bypass mount set with brilliant diamonds, to a 
plain flat shank, unmarked, ring size M; the pair of earrings has 
a similar design, set with white stones, to post and screw-on 
fittings, unmarked; Total weight of items 5.3 grams (2). £120-
180

61 A three-row sapphire and diamond dress ring, set with a 
central tramline of baguette-cut synthetic sapphires, and 
brilliant diamonds claw-set on both sides of the line, with an 
estimated total weight of 0.93ct, to a wide tapered flat shank, 
white metal marked as 'E.C.750', ring size S, total weight of 
item 10.1 grams. £600-800

62 Georg Jensen - a silver flower ring with chrysoprase, with a 
chrysoprase bead set in a flowerhead mount, to a plain D-
profile shank, designed by Nanna Ditzel, No. 202, post-1945 
maker's mark, ND maker's mark, British import marks, dated 
1977, ring size P, head measuring 3.1 cm across, total weight 
of item 23.3 grams. £400-600

63 A 9ct gold oval locket, with scrollwork engravings on the case 
and engine turning patterns on the reverse, the locket is 
attached to a plain bail, Birmingham hallmarked '375' with 
maker's mark 'JAM', dated 1973, measures 4.2 x 3.1 cm, total 
weight of item 17.6 grams. £150-200
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64 A selection of gem-set rings; to include a CZ half hoop ring in 
14ct gold, London 1994, size T; a two-row CZ ring in 9ct gold, 
Sheffield 2004, size N; a topaz and CZ halo ring in 9ct gold, 
London, size Q; a CZ solitaire ring in 9ct gold, Birmingham, 
size N; a dark blue sapphire and CZ ring in 9ct gold, 
Birmingham 1988, size P; a CZ solitaire ring with embellished 
shoulders, marked '9ct CZ', size L½; Total weight of items 12.0 
grams (6). £200-300

65 Two gem-set pendants on chain; to include a floral pendant 
with seed pearls and rubellite accents, on a 9ct gold mount and 
a stylised bail, connected to a curb chain, London hallmarked 
as '375' and maker's mark 'HBJ', dated 1983, pendant 
measures 3.8 cm including bail, chain measures 41.0 cm; A 
Etruscan-style pendant with turquoise cabochons, a glazed 
locket contains strands of hair on the reverse, connected to a 
curb chain, chain marked '9kt', pendant drop length measures 
4.0 cm including bail, chain measures 46.0 cm; Total weight of 
items 26.3 grams (2). £300-400

66 A sapphire and diamond cluster ring in 18ct gold, featuring an 
oval sapphire in a dark blue colour, collet set within a circle of 
brilliant diamonds to a scalloped mount, to tapered flat-edged 
shank, Sheffield hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'PM', 
1998, ring head measures 11.4 x 9.8 mm, ring size L½, total 
weight of item 2.8 grams. £80-120

67 A pair of diamond halo drop earrings, each composed of a 
centre brilliant diamond claw set on a white metal mount, 
encircled by two tiers of diamond halos, suspended from a 
similarly stylised surmount with a centre diamond surrounded 
by smaller diamonds, backed with peg and butterfly fittings, 
marked 'UAE 750', drop length measures 1.9 cm long, total 
estimated weight of diamonds 1.54ct, total weight of items 6.9 
grams. £200-300

68 A sapphire and diamond pendant, consisting of an oval 
sapphire with deep blue body colour and modified brilliant-cut, 
approximately measuring 9.9 x 7.8 mm, claw set to a white 
metal mount pavé set with round brilliant diamonds, with an 
open-back surround with scrollwork details, attached to an 
articulated diamond-set bail, unmarked, pendant measures 2.7 
x 1.2 cm, total weight of item 3.1 grams. £1,000-1,500
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69 A small collection of silver items, to include an expandable 
bangle, a teddy bear bracelet, a baby's rattle and a dog 
figurine. The expandable bangle has engraved with Roman 
numerals '1999-2000' around the band, white metal unmarked; 
The other bracelet comprises an articulated teddy bear charm, 
on a double popcorn chain with CZ embellishments, stamped 
925, measuring 17.5 cm long; A silver baby rattle with mother 
of pearl teether stick, Sheffield hallmarked with sponsor's mark 
'RC', dated 2009, measuring 10.3 cm long; A silver golden 
retriever figurine, London hallmarked, dated 1998, measuring 
5.5 cm long. Total weight of items 86.0 grams (4). £100-200

70 A carbonado diamond pendant on chain, featuring a large 
pear-shaped faceted carbonado (polycrystalline diamond), 
approximately measures 31.4 x 18.6 mm, claw set on an 
unmarked white metal mount to a brilliant diamond-
embellished bail, with an estimated total weight of 0.23ct, 
suspends from a snake chain marked '925', pendant measures 
4.0 x 1.9 cm, chain 46.5 cm in length, total weight of item 30.2 
grams. £2,500-3,500

71 A diamond half eternity ring in 18ct gold, consisting of seven 
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.21ct, 
pavé-set on a slightly raised mount to tapered court-profile 
shank, engraved Gaelic phrase 'MO ANAM CARA' for 'My Soul 
Friend' at the back of the shank, Sheffield hallmarked '750', 
2007, ring size N, total weight of item 3.5 grams. £100-150

72 Two sapphire and diamond rings; the first consists of a round 
sapphire collet set in the centre, surrounded by channel-set 
swiss-cut diamonds on a white metal mount, with bifurcated 
shoulders to a court-profile shank, marked 'PLAT', size T; the 
second comprises a baguette sapphire claw set on top of a 
panel mount, pavé-set with diamond accents and millgrain 
details, to a tapered D-profile shank, hallmarked as '18ct 
PLAT', size S. Total weight of items 6.1 grams (2). £200-300

73 A mixed lot of bead necklaces and two gem-set pendants; two 
ruby faceted bead necklaces with yellow metal clasps; A two-
strand garnet faceted bead necklace with drawstring cord; A 
two-strand emerald bead necklace; An amethyst faceted bead 
necklace with drawstring cord termination; A large emerald-cut 
smoky quartz pendant measures 24.4 x 22.8 mm; A comma-
shaped pendant set with ruby with enamelled arabesque 
pattern. £500-700
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74 Two five-stone half hoop rings with diamond and ruby; the first 
comprises three graduated rubies flanked by diamonds, set in 
carved collets to a D-section shank, Birmingham hallmarked 
'18', 1915, size Q; the other consists of five old-cut diamonds 
claw set in crown mounts to a tapered D-section shank, 
unmarked, size Q; Total weight of items 5.4 grams (2). £80-
120

75 An Art Deco-style platinum tanzanite and diamond ring, 
featuring a tapered rectangular step-cut tanzanite, 
approximately measuring 10.8 x 6.5 mm, channel set in the 
centre, flanked by six descending baguette diamonds with an 
estimated total weight of 0.82ct, to a plain flat shank, London 
hallmarked '950' with sponsor's mark 'DJE', dated 2018, ring 
size M, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £2,500-3,500

76 A pair of pearl and diamond halo earrings, each comprises a 9 
mm white pearl with silver overtone, surrounded with an array 
of brilliant diamonds set in a yellow metal mount, backed with 
pole and screw-on fittings, unmarked, total weight of items 7.4 
grams. £400-500

77 A single row pearl necklace with gem-set clasp, with a strand 
of hand-knotted pearls of 7.5 mm, cream body colour with 
slight pink overtones, attached to a navette box clasp set with 
a faceted cushion sapphire and flanked by rose-cut diamonds, 
unmarked, necklace measures 49.0 cm in length, total weight 
of item 32.9 grams. £400-600

78 A gem-set pendant resembling a roaring lion, eyes set with 
faceted rubies, textured and stylised, attached to a jump ring, 
yellow metal unmarked but assessed as 18ct gold, measures 
3.5 x 2.6 cm, total weight of item 12.0 grams. £600-700
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79 An emerald and diamond 18ct gold ring, centred with a pear-
shaped emerald double cabochon, approximately measures 
11.6 x 8.2 x 6.4 mm, tube set in a yellow gold mount, flanked 
by brilliant diamond and baguette emerald accents on 
shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, Sheffield hallmarked '750' 
with maker's mark 'C&W', size P, total weight of item 4.1 
grams. £600-800

80 A single stone diamond ring, the round brilliant cut diamond in 
simple raised claw mount; to tapering shoulders and plain 18 
carat gold shank. Diamond estimated to be in excess of 0.50 
carat, estimated colour H/I. 2.7 grams; Size K. £300-500

81 A pair of citrine earrings, each comprises a square mixed 
princess cut citrine approximately measures 9.9 x 9.9 mm, 
claw set on a white precious metal mount, with foliate details 
and scrolled under gallery, attached to lever-back fitting, 
stamped with maker's mark 'MCD' and '750', drop length 2.9 
cm, total weight of items 9.9 grams. £200-300

82 A two-toned twisted necklace and matching bracelet; The 
necklace consists of a 9ct gold rope chain twisted with a white 
gold box chain, fastened with a safety chain and later-added 
spring-ring clasp, London hallmarked '375', dated 1981, 
measures 46.0 cm; the bracelet has a similar design, 
connected with spring-ring clasp and safety chain, Italian 
hallmarked '750', measures 20.0 cm. Total weight of items 
31.2 grams (2). £300-500

83 A synthetic colour-changing sapphire and diamond cluster ring, 
centred with an oval cut synthetic colour-changing sapphire 
(teal blue in daylight, pink under tungsten light) claw set on a 
white metal mount, encircled by 13 old-cut diamonds, to a 
tapered court-profile shank, unmarked, ring head 17.9 x 14.9 
mm, size M½, total weight of item 7.4 grams. £250-350
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84 A highly prized collectors colour-changing garnet ring, 
featuring an oval-shaped garnet displaying two optical 
phenomena - showing green body colour under daylight and 
red body colour under incandescence light due to Colour-
Changing effect; also showing reddish colour around the girdle 
under any light source due to Usambara effect, approximately 
measuring 13.6 x 11.6 mm, claw set on a yellow metal mount 
to a tapered D-profile shank, unmarked, comes with a 
gemmological report from the 1970s, ring size N, total weight 
of item 4.0 grams. 
Together with a G.S.C. report stating natural colour change 
garnet. £7,000-9,000

85 A moulded glass cameo style brooch; the purple frosted glass 
bust portrait of a woman with ringlets in her hair, within base 
metal rope twist border; together with an envelope of gold leaf 
and a quantity of gilt metal and other shirt studs. £50-100

86 A five-stone Edwardian-style diamond dress ring, comprising 
one oval and four round old-mine cut diamonds on a coronet 
setting, with an estimated total diamond weight of 1.93ct, to a 
tapered 18ct white gold shank, Birmingham hallmarked '750' 
with sponsor's mark 'HJJ', ring size N½, total weight of item 6.0 
grams. £1,700-2,300

87 A French Art Nouveau habillé portrait brooch, repoussé 
depicting a side profile of a lady, with gemstones incorporated 
in the portrait, signed Diolot, fitted with tube hinged pin stem 
and C-catch, French horsehead hallmark (used to indicate 
'18ct' during 1838 - 1919), measures 3.2 x 2.2 cm, total weight 
of item 3.3 grams. £120-180

88 A Mercedes-Benz logo pendant, featuring the iconic three-
point star in a ring, attached to a plain bail, Arabic hallmark 
'18', overall measures 2.5 cm across, total weight of item 6.1 
grams. £150-200
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89 An 18ct gold and diamond-set cross pendant on chain, 
consisting of eleven brilliant diamonds with an estimated total 
weight of 0.50ct, claw set on 18ct gold mount, on a 9ct fine 
curb link chain, the pendant was Birmingham hallmarked '750' 
with maker's mark 'SG', overall measures 1.6 x 1.1 cm, chain 
46.0 cm long, total weight of item 3.3 grams. £100-150

90 A collection of jewellery made from decorative gem materials 
and other items; To include a pair of 14ct gold and lapis lazuli 
drop earrings with the Chinese 'prosperity' motifs, Edinburgh 
hallmarked '585', dated 1998; A matching 14ct gold and lapis 
lazuli link bracelet with box clasp, Edinburgh hallmarked '585', 
dated 1997, measures 18.0 cm in length; A sodalite hinged 
bangle with yellow metal tongue clasp and safety chain, 
unmarked, inner diametres measures 6.0 cm; A malachite 
hinged bangle with 14ct gold tongue clasp and safety chain, 
hallmarked '585', inner diametres measures 5.6 cm; A 
malachite bead necklace measures 43.5 cm in length; A 
hematite bead double-strands bracelet and matching necklace 
measures 21.5 cm and 46.5 cm respectively; A carved onyx 
pendant with drill hole; and various of earrings and charms. 
£200-300

91 A pair of emerald and diamond drop earrings, each consisting 
of eight oval-cut emeralds in claw settings, interspersed with 
diamond accents, backed with peg and butterfly fittings, 
marked '925', drop length measures 3.8 cm, total weight of 
items 3.4 grams. £200-300

92 A pair of sapphire and diamond drop earrings, each comprising 
an oval faceted sapphire with dark blue colour, claw set in a 
white metal mount with intricate wirework details, encircled 
with round diamond accents, where five further sapphire 
highlights have been claw set on the lever-back fittings, metal 
marked as 'K14', drop length measures 4.0 cm long, total 
weight of items 9.7 grams. 

Together with a letter of appraisal, stating an estimated total 
sapphire weight of 6.40ct, estimated total diamond weight of 
1.00ct, diamond colour and clarity to be H-I, SI1-SI2, with a 
replacement value of $8,300USD dated May 2014. £1,000-
1,500
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93 A three-stone diamond bypass ring in yellow gold, comprises 
three old-cut diamonds set centrally in a coronet mount, further 
embellished with smaller diamond accents pavé set on the 
shoulders, to a D-profile shank, hallmarked '18ct', size Q, total 
estimated diamond weight 1.74ct, total weight of item 5.3 
grams. £300-500

94 A Vera Wang Love ring with diamonds on 14kt white gold, set 
with a central princess cut diamond measuring 4.15 x 4.16mm 
surrounded by round brilliant cut diamonds in a halo setting on 
an elaborate stone set split shoulder mount with two square 
sapphires set into the under gallery, ring size M1/2, total 
weight of item 7.0 grams £1,300-1,700

95 A pair of diamond cluster ear studs with halo enhancers, each 
comprises diamonds pavé-set on a white precious metal prong 
mount, to peg and butterfly fittings, accompanied by a round 
halo earring jacket, UAE hallmarked as '750', total estimated 
weight of diamonds 1.20ct, total weight of items 5.6 grams. 
£300-500

96 A pair of aquamarine and diamond drop earrings, each 
comprises an oval rose cut aquamarine collet set to a 
scalloped mount, edged with rose cut diamond accents, 
suspending from a diamond-set oval surmount, backed with 
peg and butterfly fittings, metal marked as '925', drop length 
measuring 4.0 cm, total weight of items 11.3 grams. £200-300

97 A small mixture of 9ct gold jewellery and a cameo marcasite 
pendant; A helmet shell cameo brooch, in a 9ct yellow gold 
mount with twisted cable details, backed with hinged pin stem 
and safety catch fittings, London 1978; A 9ct gold swallow bar 
brooch, with floral and granulation embellishments, fitted with 
tube hinged pin stem and C-catch, British hallmarked 375; A 
Victorian swivel fob in 9ct gold, with bloodstone and carnelian, 
Birmingham 1900; A marcasite pendant with a blue cameo of 
The Three Graces, unmarked; Total weight of items 26.3 
grams (4). £80-120
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98 A three-row cultured pearls necklace with an Art Deco 
diamond-set clasp, consisting of eighty-one, eighty-two and 
eighty-seven cultured pearls respectively, with light cream 
background with pink overtones, measuring approximately 
4.42mm to 8.60mm diameters, strung to a white metal 
rectangular box section clasp set with forty-eight single cut 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.70ct, unmarked, 
cased in box, measuring 45 cm, total weight of 58.4 grams. 
Together with insurance replacement valuation for the ring, 
stating replacement value as £2,275, dated October 2008. 
£600-800

99 An emerald and diamond three-tier dress ring, consisting of a 
central emerald-cut emerald, approximately measuring 9.5 x 
7.8 mm, with a slightly bluish light chrome green body colour, 
corner claw set in a yellow mount, a total of 46 round brilliant 
diamonds pavé set on the two-tiered bi-coloured mount, with a 
further twelve round diamond set on the triangular shoulders, 
approximately total diamond weight 1.35ct, to a tapered 
rectangular profile white shank of 4.7 mm wide, stamped as 
'18k and 750', total weight of item 13.7 grams. 
Together with insurance replacement valuation for the ring, 
stating replacement value as £8,275, dated December 2016. 
£2,500-3,000

100 A pair of emerald and seed pearl drop earrings, each 
comprises nine square step-cut emeralds in closed-back 
collets, embellished with seed pearl highlights and enamel 
swirly surmounts, suspending from shepherd's crook fittings, 
metal unmarked, drop length measures 7.5 cm long, 5.8 
grams. £150-250

101 A pair of novelty frog cufflinks in white metal, each comprises a 
casted frog figure fitted with a U-bar and oval swivel 
termination, unmarked, overall measures 24.4 x 19.3 mm, total 
weight of items 26.9 grams. £80-120

102 A diamond cluster necklace, round pendant encrusted with 
scintillating multi-sized brilliant diamonds with an estimated 
total weight of 1.02ct, attached to twisted cable link chain, 
Italian hallmarked '14kt' with maker's mark 'GLC', measures 
41.0 cm long, total weight of item 5.4 grams. £500-700
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103 A large double-sided gilt locket, with both scallop-edged covers 
engraved with foliate and scrollwork details and initial 'IE', to 
reveal two picture compartments, snap and hinged fastener, 
unmarked, overall measures 5.7 x 4.0 cm, 28.7 grams. £250-
450

104 A diamond enhancer pendant, encrusted with round brilliant 
diamonds claw set on a mount with an applied pendeloque 
motif, suspending from a hinged bail, British hallmarked '750' 
with maker's mark 'GX', the estimated total weight of diamonds 
1.42ct, measures 4.3 x 1.5 cm, total weight of item 4.9 grams. 
£400-600

105 A pair of diamond-set earrings, each consists of brilliant 
diamond with an estimated total weight of 0.32ct, pavé set on a 
curved panel in white metal, backed with post and clip fittings, 
stamped as '18kt', measures 1.4 cm in length, total weight of 
items 5.9 grams. £500-600

106 A diamond solitaire ring in platinum, composed of a brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.50ct, with approximate 
colour and clarity ranges VS1 and H/I, claw set on a low-profile 
mount to a tapered D-profile shank, London hallmarked as 
'950', 2004, ring size L½, total weight of item 3.9 grams. £100-
150

107 A lot consists of two diamond pendants and a chain, one 
comprises three graduated round diamonds with an estimated 
total weight of 0.21ct, bar set on a 9ct white gold mount, on a 
fine box chain, Birmingham hallmarked '375', chain measuring 
46.0 cm long, pendant overall measuring 1.5 x 0.3 cm; another 
includes a diamond cluster with an estimated total weight of 
0.14ct, claw set on a 9ct white gold flower head mount, to a 
bail, Birmingham hallmarked as '375', overall measurements 
1.4 x 0.6 cm; One sparkle glitter chain measuring 39.5 cm, 
stamped as '750'. Total weight of items 6.7 grams (3). £200-
400
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108 A mixed lot of pendants and brooches, to include a horn 
pendant on a white metal mount, to a double curb link chain, 
marked 'sterling', pendant overall length 9.0 cm, chain 70.0 cm 
long; A tumbled amethyst rough on a white metal surmount 
with vine motifs, overall measures 4.9 x 4.0 cm; A pear-shaped 
rose quartz on flower surmount on bail, marked '9ct', overall 
measures 5.7 x 4.0 cm; A Victorian double-sided swivel brooch 
in pinchbeck, with lock of hair in one side of the spinnable 
locket compartment, hinged pin stem and C-catch, measures 
4.9 x 4.2 cm; A smaller Victorian swivel brooch in pinchbeck, 
missing lenses for locket compartment, hinged pin stem and C-
catch, measures 3.8 x 3.5 cm. Total weight of items 188.7 
grams (5). £80-120

109 A three-row diamond dress ring, comprises a row of graduated 
brilliant diamonds channel set in the centre, edged by smaller 
pavé-set diamonds, all together with an estimated total weight 
of 0.48ct, to a tapered shank in bi-coloured precious metal, 
stamped as '750', ring size I, total weight of item 6.4 grams. 
£200-400

110 A ruby and diamond cluster pendant on chain, consisting of an 
oval shield encrusted with faceted rubies with a diamond 
border, to a split bail suspending on a fine curb link chain; 
pendant unmarked, measures 2.5 x 2.0 cm, chain marked as 
'750', 44.0 cm long, total weight of item 10.2 grams. £400-500

111 Georg Jensen - a brooch depicting kneeling fawn and flowers, 
fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch, designed 
by Arno Malinowski, No. 256, post-1945 maker's mark, 
stamped as 925, overall measuring 4.4 x 3.4 cm, total weight 
of item 15.4 grams. £100-150

112 A platinum and diamond entourage ring, featuring an emerald 
cut diamond in the centre with an approximately weight of 
0.77ct, estimated colour and clarity J/K and SI2, claw set in a 
mount encompassed with fourteen brilliant diamonds, and 
further fifty-eight smaller diamonds pavé set with on shoulders, 
with an estimated total weight of 1.43ct, to a tapered flat 
shank, British hallmarked '950' with maker's mark 'HM', ring 
size N, total weight of item 8.9 grams. £1,500-2,000
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113 An emerald and colourless sapphire cluster ring, centred with a 
rectangular emerald in dark green, claw set on a white metal 
mount, surrounded by two tiers of colourless sapphire borders, 
to a tapered flat shank, with import marks '585' and sponsor's 
mark 'FM', ring head measures 17.8 x 16.6 mm, ring size R½, 
total weight of item 7.4 grams. £500-700

114 A large Chinese brooch and two Chinese carved jade 
pendants; The brooch has a carved jade panel of the 
Immortals of Harmony and Union 'He-he Erxian', beneath a 
swivel chrysoprase flower with agate leaves, white metal-
backed, approximately measuring 12.5 x 8.5 cm; One of the 
jade pendants is in the shape of 'Longevity Lock'; Another 
depicting two magpies amid plum blossoms, which means luck 
and blessings. £100-200

115 A pair of amethyst and diamond drop earrings, each comprises 
a pear-shaped amethyst of 19.4 x 9.6 mm in light pinkish 
purple colour, claw set to mount edged with brilliant diamonds, 
to a star clustered surmount set with diamonds, backed with 
peg and butterflies fittings, marked '585', drop length measures 
4.4 cm, total weight of items 8.5 grams. £200-300

116 A diamond and sapphire ring, comprises a round sapphire in 
the centre, flanked by single-cut diamonds in trefoil design, 
collet set on bi-coloured mount to tapered shank, metal 
unmarked, size P½, total weight of item 1.7 grams. £100-150

117 A diamond cluster ring in 18ct gold, consisting of eleven multi-
shaped old-cut diamonds, scintillating in a yellow gold mount 
with carved-out claws, engraved details on shoulders to a 
tapered D-profile shank, unmarked, ring size O½, ring head 
measures 13.5 x 9.0 mm, total weight of item 3.4 grams. £400-
600
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118 An 18ct gold sapphire and diamond flower ring, comprises an 
oval sapphire cabochon with a high dome, measuring 6.4 x 5.1 
mm, claw set in the centre on a yellow gold floral mount, 
surrounded with layered petals pavé set with diamonds, to a 
conjoined split shank, British hallmarked as 750, ring head 
measuring 1.8 x 1.7 cm, ring size K, total weight of item 7.6 
grams. £700-900

119 A turquoise dress ring, featuring an oval turquoise cabochon 
approximately measures 11.8 x 9.9 mm, claw set in a yellow 
precious metal mount, with textured floral shoulders to a 
tapered D-profile shank, Middle Eastern hallmarked '999', 
stamped 'PRIMA 24K', ring size O, total weight of item 7.7 
grams. £200-300

120 A Belle Époque style pearl choker, comprises a 'giardinetti' 
centrepiece bordered with millgrain details, pavé set with rose-
cut and swiss-cut diamonds, featuring a larger European-cut 
diamond highlight with an estimated weight of 0.42ct, attaching 
to two strands of 5.0 mm pearls with pink overtones, hand-
knotted and fastened to a tongue and groove clasp, white 
precious metal unmarked, necklace measuring 37.5 cm in 
length, total weight of item 30.4 grams. £600-800

121 A carved emerald bead necklace, comprising a string of ninety-
one reeded emerald beads in pale green colour, graduating 
approximately from 11.0mm to 4.7mm, 157.50cts, with 22ct 
yellow gold clasps, Sheffield hallmarked as '916' with 
sponsor's mark 'TJC', measuring 42.0 cm long, total weight of 
item 31.5 grams, with a World Gemological Institute report 
WGI9624137738. £600-800

122 An oval diamond entourage ring in 18ct gold, comprises a 
central oval brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 
0.40ct, claw set in mount encompassed by small round brilliant 
diamonds throughout the frame and shoulders, to a tapered 
court-profile shank, London hallmarked '750', 2016, ring size L, 
total weight of item 2.3 grams. £200-300
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123 An 18ct gold bright-cut cable link chain, with lobster clasp 
fastenings, convention hallmarks of '750' and sponsor's mark 
'S.LC', measures 51.0 cm in length and weighs 22.2 grams. 
£250-350

124 A sapphire and diamond ring, consisting of a square table-cut 
sapphire with dark blue body colour, approximately measuring 
3.0 x 3.0 mm, flanked by two round brilliant cut diamonds of an 
estimated total weight 0.20ct, claw set on a white 18ct gold 
mount, to a tapered yellow gold flat shank, London hallmarked 
as 750 with maker's mark 'EWA', dated 1995, ring size L½, 
total weight of item 2.7 grams. £150-200

125 A diamond solitaire ring, to feature a brilliant diamond with an 
estimated weight of 0.217ct, rub-over set on a low profile 
mount with braided edges in yellow metal, to a tapered flat 
shank in white metal, marked as '18K', ring size M½, total 
weight of item 2.2 grams. £150-250

126 A tanzanite and diamond halo necklace, featuring an oval 
fancy cut tanzanite with intense purplish blue body colour, 
approximately measuring 15.0 x 12.0 mm, encompassed with 
fourteen round brilliant diamonds with an estimated total 
weight of 2.24ct, set on a scalloped 18ct white gold mount, 
suspending from a surmount with three brilliant diamonds of 
0.30ct in total, to a chain of hinged bar links, fastened with box 
clasp and figure of eight safety catch, designed by Monford 
Diamonds, Sheffield hallmarked '750', dated 2004, necklace 
41.0 cm long, overall measurements for pendant along with 
surmount 2.9 x 2.0 cm, total weight of item 21.7 grams. £6,000
-8,000

127 A sapphire and diamond enhancer pendant on chain, 
consisting of a greenish-blue pear shape sapphire, 
approximately measures 7.1 x 4.9 mm, claw set on a white 
metal mount with a diamond halo, swinging in between another 
halo surmount, suspending from an enhancer bail set with a 
pear shape sapphire edged with diamonds, attached to a 
serpentine chain; pendant marked '750', drop length measures 
2.6 cm, chain Italian hallmarked as '750', measures 40.0 cm in 
length; Total weight of item 3.6 grams. £200-300
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128 A star sapphire ring in 18ct gold, featuring a sapphire double 
domed cabochon with light blue body colour, displaying a weak 
asterism optical effect under a single point light source, collet 
set on a bi-coloured mount with rose-cut diamond accents, 
intricate scrollwork and millgrain details throughout the under 
gallery and shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, Sheffield 
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'CM' and millennium 
commemorative hallmark, 2000, ring size N½, total weight of 
item 4.7 grams. £800-1,200

129 A diamond and 18ct gold pendant on chain, comprises a round 
brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.28ct, claw set 
on a white gold mount to a 40.5 cm long fine box chain, 
London hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'WSL', total weight 
of item 2.4 grams. £80-120

130 A sapphire and diamond crossover ring, with a round sapphire 
and old-cut diamond set in collets, to a tapered flat-edged 
band, Birmingham hallmarked '750 gold and 950 palladium', 
with maker's mark 'CCL', ring size P, total weight of item 2.7 
grams. £80-120

131 A half eternity diamond ring in 18ct bi-coloured gold, ten 
princess-cut diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.60ct, 
channel set in a bevelled edge band, London hallmarked '750' 
with maker's mark 'FEU', 2001, ring size K½, total weight of 
item 4.7 grams. £80-120

132 An Aquamarine and diamond entourage ring, consisting of an 
oval aquamarine measuring 10.0 x 8.4 mm, surrounded by 
seventeen brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 
0.51ct, claw set on a white metal mount to a tapered flat shank, 
marked as '750', ring size P½, total weight of item 5.1 grams. 
£350-450
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133 A five-stone diamond half hoop ring, with five graduated old-
cut diamonds, pavé set on a mount with carved scrollwork 
details on shoulders and under gallery, to a court-profile shank, 
hallmarked '18CT&PLAT', size O, 3.7 grams. £150-250

134 A five-stone opal half hoop ring, featuring five graduated oval 
precious opal cabochons, intersperse by diamond accents, 
claw set on a yellow mount with bifurcated shoulders, to a joint 
shank, unmarked, ring head measures 20.0 x 9.2 grams, ring 
size Q, total weight of item 5.3 grams. £750-950

135 A freshwater pearl necklace and matching earrings; the 
necklace has a strung of graduated white pearls with pink 
overtones measuring from 11.0 - 14.7 mm in size, hand-
knotted to a box clasp marked '585', overall length 44.5 cm; 
The pair of ear studs each comprises a 13.7 mm pearl fitted 
with a peg, metal unmarked; Total weight of items 97.7 grams 
(2). £150-250

136 An 18ct gold three-stone diamond pendant on chain, three 
graduated brilliant diamonds set in collets, attached to a 
stylised bail, on a fine curb link chain, Birmingham convention 
marked '750' and sponsor's mark 'SG', pendant measures 1.6 
x 0.4 cm, chain 44.0 cm long, weighs 2.8 grams. £120-180

137 A Louis Vuitton Emprise ceramic ring with diamond, comprises 
of a black ceramic band, with round studs and a diamond 
accent, laser engraved brand name and serial number 
'048389' on the interior of the ring band, the studs have been 
French hallmarked as platinum with maker's mark, ring size P, 
6.2 mm wide, total weight of item 6.1 grams. £150-250
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138 A bracelet by Danish designer Hermann Siersbol and a silver 
necklace; The bracelet is composed of stylised shell and pearl 
links in white metal, fastening with a concealed box clasp, 
stamped with HS maker's mark and 'STERLING DENMARK', 
measuring 19.3 cm long; The silver necklace comprises a 
chunky twisted rope chain, fastening with a spring-ring clasp, 
British import marks '925', dated 1976, measuring 61.5 cm 
long, 9.0 mm wide; Total weight of items 101.2 grams (2). 
£150-250

139 Georg Jensen - An amethyst fringe necklace, with rosette 
flowerheads alternating with stylised drop bud links, set with 
oval amethyst cabochon accents, fastened with toggle clasp, 
No. 6, 1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 
43.0 cm, total weight of item 50.2 grams. £1,000-1,500

140 A mother of pearl dress studs and cufflinks set in 9ct gold; The 
three dress studs each have a square cut blue stone set in the 
middle of a round mother of pearl inlaid, to an octagon mount 
in white gold with screw-on fittings, measures 6.8 mm across; 
The pair of cufflinks are similarly fashioned, attached with 
chain, measures 12.0 mm across; Accompanied with original 
case, Birmingham hallmarked '375' and Payton, Pepper & 
Sons Ltd maker's mark 'PPLd', total weight of items 10.2 
grams. £250-350

141 A mixed lot with beaded necklaces; to include a graduated 
amber bead necklace; two garnet bead necklaces with white 
metal clasps marked 'silver'; a peridot tumbled bead necklace; 
a multi-variety quartz tumbled bead chained necklace; a blue 
lace agate, amethyst and pearl chained necklace; a two-strand 
red glass bead necklace; a dyed quartzite and glass pendant 
with matching pair of earrings, marked '925'. £300-500
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142 An early 20th century sapphire and diamond stick pin; cast as 
the German Imperial eagle; with rose diamond accents to the 
wing tips, and an oval cut sapphire to the body. In fitted case 
signed Haller and Rathenau, and with applied gilt crown to the 
cover. 
Overall length 8.6cm. Terminal 2.4cm
This stick pin is believed to have been presented to the 
Honorable Alexander Frederick Villiers Russell by Kaiser 
Wilhelm as a token of friendship. Russell was the military 
attaché in Berlin in the early part of the 20th century 

Haller and Rathenau was an important 19th century jewellery 
firm. Founded in 1842 by Joseph Haller and Benjamin 
Rathenau, they were court jewellers to the kings of Prussia. 
They produced and retailed jewellery, silver and luxury goods. 

The pin was presented to the mother of the present owner as a 
gift in 1983. £500-700

143 An 18ct white gold and cluster diamond pendant on chain, with 
four fan-shaped fancy cut diamonds, seamlessly set in a white 
gold claw mount, to a twisted curb chain, Sheffield hallmarked 
as '750', pendant measuring 6.0 mm across, chain measures 
46.4 cm in length, total weight of item 2.7 grams. £400-700

144 A diamond solitaire ring, consists of a transitional cut diamond 
with an estimated weight of 0.50ct, approximate colour and 
clarity G/H and SI1, pavé set on a yellow metal mount, 
concave shoulders with crosshatched details to a tapered D-
profile shank, marked '18ct E&W', ring size R½, total weight of 
item 7.5 grams. £500-700

145 A five-stone sapphire and diamond ring, consisting of three 
sapphire cabochons of 5.5 mm, the central stone has a higher 
dome and displays a very faint and weak asterism optical 
effect, interspaced with two brilliant diamonds with an 
estimated total weight of 0.72ct, claw set on a yellow metal 
mount to a tapered flat shank, unmarked, ring size P, total 
weight of item 7.1 grams. £450-550
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146 An 18ct gold enamel masquerade mask ring, eyes set with 
rose-cut diamond accents, on a gold and white enamel face, to 
a red enamelled ring band, London hallmarked '750' with 
Gaettano Chiavetta maker's mark 'GC', 2021, ring size M, 
weighs 5.5 grams. £1,500-2,000

147 A diamond Ferris wheel ring, composed of a central stone 
surrounded by ten smaller diamonds, collet set on a pierced-
through white metal mount, with split shoulders to a plain flat 
shank, unmarked, ring size P, estimated total diamond weight 
0.38ct, total weight of item 2.1 grams. £100-150

148 A mixed collection including examples of a faceted ruby bead 
necklace, a silver ingot pendant, a number of fine gold chains 
and other items; Faceted ruby bead necklace weighs 217.0 
grams with toggle clasp; Silver ingot pendant London 
hallmarked with sponsor's mark 'C&T', 1977; An 18ct gold 
pendant; A 14ct gold bracelet; three 9ct gold fine chains and 
two 9ct lockets; A spring loaded lorgnette glasses; and other 
costume jewellery and items; Total silver weight 0.34ozt / 10.3 
grams; Total gold weight 12.6 grams. £80-120

149 A three-stone aquamarine ring, centred with a rectangular 
emerald-cut aquamarine, flanked by two square emerald-cut 
aquamarines, collet set in a white metal mount with millgrain 
edges and pierced under gallery, to a tapered court-profile 
shank in yellow metal, unmarked, ring head measures 16.3 x 
8.0 mm, ring size N, total weight of item 5.2 grams. £200-300

150 A diamond tennis bracelet, consisting of 31 round brilliant 
diamonds of estimated total carat weight 3.72ct, claw set on 
18ct white gold links, fastened with box clasp and secures with 
figure of eight safety catches, London convention hallmarked 
as 750 with maker's mark 'MJ', approximately measuring 18.5 
cm in length, total weight of item 10.1 grams. £800-1,200
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151 A princess-cut diamond solitaire ring in 18ct gold, consisting of 
a princess-cut diamond with an estimated weight of 0.39ct, 
corner claw set on a white gold mount to a tapered yellow gold 
shank, convention marks '750' with maker's mark 'LBLd', ring 
size K, total weight of item 2.6 grams. £100-150

152 A bi-coloured pocket watch chain, with alternating coloured 
curb links, gold plated spring ring clasp and a swivel clasp on 
each end, with pre-revolutionary Russian hallmarks '56' 
(indicates 14ct), overall measuring 41.5 cm long, total weight 
of item 22.9 grams. £200-300

153 A diamond belcher ring, featuring an old mine round cut 
diamond of 3.24ct, with colour and clarity of QR and I1, set 
within a cavity secured by the carved-out claws, to a tapered 
D-profile plain shank, yellow metal marked '20', ring size I½, 
total weight of item 6.1 grams. 

Together with DeBeers certificate, stating faint fluorescence 
and very good cut grade, dated July 2022. £6,000-8,000

154 Four gem-set rings, to include an 18ct gold five-stone diamond 
ring, single-cut and rose-cut diamonds star-set on platinum 
mount, to a yellow gold shank, hallmarked '18ct PLAT' with 
maker's mark 'H.S', size M; a 9ct gold sapphire and diamond 
halo ring, with oval sapphire surrounded by brilliant diamonds, 
claw set on bi-coloured gold mount, Birmingham hallmarked 
'375' with maker's mark 'GJ', size Q½; a diamond half eternity 
ring, graduated diamonds pavé-set on a yellow metal mount, 
unmarked, size R; An aquamarine halo ring, stone measures 
12.5 x 10.0 mm, encircled by brilliant diamonds, claw set on 
white metal, unmarked, size U. Total weight of items 14.9 
grams (4). £200-300

155 Two 9ct gold bracelets with heart padlock, the first has a wide 
gate link chain of 3.4 cm wide, fastened with a heart padlock 
clasp and security chain, London hallmarked as '375' with 
maker's mark 'ASJ', dated 1974, measures 3.4 cm wide, 16.5 
cm in length; The second has a cable link chain, fastened with 
heart padlock clasp and security chain, Birmingham 
hallmarked as '375' with maker's mark 'A.S', dated 1962, 
measures 23.5 cm in length. Total weight of items 46.8 grams 
(2). £500-700
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156 Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting a dove 
in wreath, with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch 
fittings, dove motif designed by Kristian Mohl-Hansen, No. 70, 
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 6.0 cm 
wide, total weight of item 25.4 grams. £100-150

157 A diamond cluster ring, featuring a round brilliant diamond in 
the centre encircled by eight smaller diamonds, with an 
estimated total weight of 2.43ct, central stone colour and clarity 
ranges G/I and SI2, claw set on a flowerhead mount in white 
metal, to a tapered court-profile shank in yellow metal, 
markings rubbed off, ring size M, total weight of item 3.5 
grams. £1,200-1,800

158 A Stephen Webster Vertigo gaining perspective diamond and 
enamel ring, consisting of tapered baguette-cut diamonds and 
round brilliant cut diamonds with a weight of 1.24ct G-VS on 
18ct white gold with a ring size of O, total weight of item 12.1 
grams 
Dimensions - 25mm wide head £2,000-2,500

159 A 9ct gold wedding band and a signet ring; The ring band has 
bevelled edges, engraved 'AS~FD' on the exterior, London 
hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 'B.BROS', dated 1989, ring 
size K; A signet ring with monogram 'DJ' on the rectangular 
ring head, geometric details on shoulders to a tapered flat 
shank, unmarked, ring size R½; Total weight of items 11.0 
grams (2). £100-150

160 A mixed lot with a suite of sapphire jewellery and a small 
collection of costume jewellery; including a sapphire necklace 
in white metal and a pair of matching ear-studs; An Indian style 
en suite of polychromatic necklace, earrings and ring, in gilt 
metal, enamel, emerald and dyed quartzite beads; An orange 
paste and CZ en suite of necklace, bangle, ring and a single 
earring in gilt metal; An imitation amber necklace. £120-180
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161 A five stone half hoop diamond ring; the graduated round 
brilliant cut diamonds in double claw mounts to a plain 'D' 
section shank marked '18ct'. Ring size N, 2.89 grams. £300-
500

162 Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting dove in 
wreath with silver dome accents, with hinged pin stem and 
safety catch fittings, dove motif designed by Kristian Mohl-
Hansen, No. 165, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, 
measuring 4.0 cm wide, total weight of item 11.9 grams. £100-
150

163 A Scottish brooch and three-strand coral bead necklace, the 
brooch has an orange paste set in the middle, with jasper and 
bloodstone panel inlays around the mount, fitted with tube 
hinged pin-stem and a C-catch, unmarked, measures 3.4 cm 
across; The necklace comprises three strands of precious 
coral beads with approximately 5.6 mm in diametres, strung on 
red threads and fastened with a wirework box clasp, marked 
'silver', measures 55.5 cm in length. Total weight of items 89.6 
grams (2). £100-150

164 A Victorian sapphire and diamond ring in 18ct gold, centred 
with an old-cut diamond flanked by two sapphires on the sides, 
star set in the yellow gold mount to a D-profile shank, 
Birmingham hallmarked '18', 1891, ring size L½, weighs 4.0 
grams. £120-180

165 A 9ct gold zodiac pendant and a 9ct gold CZ line bracelet; The 
Scorpio zodiac charm is set with a round topaz, attached to a 
46.0 cm chain, pendant hallmarked as '375' with sponsor's 
mark 'PJ', chain marked as '925'; The Cubic Zirconia line 
bracelet has round brilliant CZs claw set on a white gold 
mount, hallmarked as '375' with International Bullion & Metal 
Broker's mark 'IBB', dated 2013, measuring 19.0 cm in length; 
Total weight of items 10.4 grams (2). £120-180
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166 A 9ct gold double-sided cross pendant on chain, with intricate 
openwork set with rubies, sapphires and green sapphires, 
completed with a twisted figaro chain, Sheffield hallmarked 
'375' with maker's mark 'EAS', 2009, pendant measures 4.5 x 
2.0 cm, chain 41.0 cm long, total weight of item 3.7 grams. 
£150-250

167 A garnet pavé ball pendant with a pair of matching earrings; 
the pendant has faceted red garnets pavé set throughout the 
spherical mount, attached to a bail, Czech rabbit head 
hallmark (3 indicates silver 900/1000), measures 2.0 cm in 
diametres; The pair of earrings is similarly fashioned, with 
faceted garnets set throughout the domed hexagonal mounts, 
to clip-on fittings, Czech rabbit head hallmark, measures 1.8 
cm across; Total weight of items 20.0 grams (2). £80-120

168 A diamond solitaire ring in 18ct gold, comprises a brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.28ct, approximate 
colour and clarity I/J, I3, claw set on a cathedral mount in white 
gold, to a tapered flat shank, Birmingham hallmarked '750' with 
maker's mark 'HM', ring size I, total weight of item 2.2 grams. 
£80-120

169 Two five-stone diamond rings, one consists of five diamonds 
star-set on a high profile white metal mount, to a tapered 
yellow metal court shank, stamped as '18ct PLAT', ring size L; 
another has five diamonds rub over set on high-profile collets, 
with engraved shoulders to a thin flat shank, hallmarked as 
'18ct&PLAT' with maker's mark, ring size K½. Total weight of 
items 4.1 grams (2). £100-200

170 A diamond solitaire ring in 18ct gold and two pairs of diamond 
ear studs; the solitaire ring consists of a brilliant diamond with 
an estimated weight of 0.36ct, claw set on a bypass mount, to 
a tapered flat shank, Sheffield hallmarked '750' with maker's 
mark 'EHF', ring size M; A pair of illusion set diamond ear 
studs, with an estimated total weight of 0.20ct, on white metal 
marked as '925', peg and butterfly fittings; Another similarly 
fashioned diamond ear studs, with an estimated total weight of 
0.06ct, on white metal marked as '925', peg and butterfly 
fittings; Total weight of items 4.3 grams (3). £150-250
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171 A pendant with a hollow effigy of an Asian goddess, with a 
different surface finishing for her hair and skin, green bindi 
enamelled on the forehead, to a plain bail, marked '55VA 750', 
overall measures 31.4 x 22.5 x 16.1 mm, total weight of item 
7.8 grams. £350-450

172 A three-row diamond tennis bracelet, featuring arrays of 
brilliant diamond with an estimated total weight of 6.48ct, claw 
set on articulated white metal mounts, fastens with tongue 
clasp and two figure of eight safety catches, marked as '750 
18k', measures 16.5 cm in length, total weight of item 14.2 
grams. £3,500-4,000

173 An imitation pearl and diamond pendant, consisting of a 12.5 
mm faux pearl in a yellow metal mount, with ribbon motif 
surround set with diamond accents, to a split bail, unmarked, 
total weight of item 4.9 grams. £100-150

174 A platinum diamond solitaire ring, featuring a princess cut 
diamond with an estimated weight of 1.25ct, approximate 
colour and clarity grade of G/H, corner claw set on a low-profile 
mount to a tapered flat shank, Birmingham hallmarked '950' 
with maker's mark 'HM', 2000, ring size P, total weight of item 
4.0 grams. £200-300

175 An opal entourage pendant, featuring a white background 
precious opal panel displaying play-of-colour effects mainly 
ranging from yellow to violet, approximately measures 18.9 x 
15.1 mm, claw collet set on a closed-back yellow metal mount 
with wired undergallery, surrounded by an array of brilliant 
diamonds, attached to a plain bail, marked as '22k', total 
weight of item 6.4 grams. £150-200
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176 A Victorian mourning ring with carved onyx and diamonds, the 
centre has set with a round carved onyx as a pansy 
symbolizing remembrance (which is a play on the French word 
'pensée' - meaning 'think of me'), a diamond highlighting the 
pistil, flanked by two old-mine cut diamonds on the shoulders, 
carved and tapered D-profile shank, the reverse of the ring 
face has engravings 'In Memoriam of...', yellow metal 
unmarked, ring size J, total weight of item 6.9 grams. £250-350

177 A quatrefoil diamond cluster ring, consisting of round brilliant 
diamonds estimated 0.15ct bezel set on white metal mount 
stamped '14K', encrusted with melee diamonds and milgrain 
details, to a tapered flat shank. Ring size N, total weight of item 
3.8 grams. £200-300

178 Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting a dove 
in wreath, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, dove 
motif designed by Kristian Mohl-Hansen, No. 134, post-1945 
maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 3.0 cm wide, total 
weight of item 11.7 grams. £80-120

179 Vera Wang - An 18ct gold diamond engagement ring, from the 
Vera Wang Love Collection, features a princess cut diamond 
at the centre, claw set on a high profile cathedral mount, 
encompassed by a two-tiered square surround pavé-set with 
smaller accent diamonds, to twisting split shoulders lined with 
accent diamonds, estimated total diamond weight 1.179ct, two 
further sapphires set in the under gallery, to a tapered flat 
shank, London hallmarked '750', signed 'Love Vera', ring size 
M, total weight of item 4.8 grams. £1,200-1,500

180 A double row diamond ring in 18ct white gold, comprises two 
lines of small diamonds graduating from the centre, pavé-set to 
a slightly raised open-back mount, to a plain tapered flat 
shank, British hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'WJJ', ring 
size M½, total weight of item 2.1 grams. £100-150
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181 A Victorian diamond solitaire ring in 18ct gold, featuring a 
single old-European diamond with an estimated weight of 
2.03ct, approximate colour and clarity E & VVS1, eight-claw 
set on a crown mount to a tapered flat shank, London 
hallmarked '18' with maker's mark 'SHD JHF', 1898, ring size 
P½, total weight of item 3.6 grams. £5,000-7,000

182 A Roman silver coin pendant, showcasing a M. Herennius 
silver denarius coin, laureate head of Pietas on the obverse, 
Amphinomus carrying his father with control mark on the 
reverse, set within a yellow metal ring mount to plain bail, 
unmarked, overall measures 24.5 x 17.7 mm, weighs 3.7 
grams. £150-200

183 Tiffany & Co. City HardWear silver jewellery set, including a 
Ball Necklace with 10 mm silver beads, fastens with lobster 
clasp, signed Tiffany, London hallmarked '925' dated 2013, 
measures 45.5 cm in length; A Ball Bracelet with 10 mm silver 
beads, fastens with lobster clasp, signed Tiffany, London 
hallmarked '925' dated 2012, measures 19.0 cm in length; A 
pair of Ball Earrings in 10 mm beads, backed with peg and 
butterfly fittings, signed Tiffany, marked 'AG925'; comes with 
brand boxes and pouches, total weight of items 68.9 grams. 
Ball Necklace RRP £640 
Ball Bracelet RRP £445 £200-300

184 An 18ct gold emerald ring, with an octagon emerald of 9.1 x 
8.7 mm, collet set in a yellow gold mount to a plain D-section 
shank, London hallmarked '750' with Gaettano Chiavetta 
maker's mark 'GC', ring size Q, total weight of item 5.4 grams. 
£1,500-2,000

185 Three modern Chinese carved hardstone pendants; A jadeite 
pendant of the Chinese zodiac pig on a jump ring, measures 
3.6 x 2.1 cm; A large green-dyed quartzite pendant of Qilin 
with white metal bail, measures 5.6 x 4.2 cm; A dark green 
nephrite pendant of the Chinese zodiac dog on a jump ring, 
measures 3.8 x 2.3 cm. £100-150
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186 Three gem-set rings in 9ct gold; including a diamond half 
eternity ring in 9ct white gold, size T; A four-stone sapphire half 
hoop ring in 9ct gold, alternating with diamonds star-set in 
between, size N; A black and white stone cluster ring in 9ct bi-
coloured gold, size Q½; Total weight of items 7.8 grams (3). 
£100-150

187 A 9ct gold seven-stone diamond ring, consisting of seven 
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.42ct, claw 
set on low profile mounts, to a tapered court shaped shank, 
London hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark 'MJ', ring size L, 
total weight of item 2.2 grams. £100-200

188 A diamond and sapphire pendant on chain, comprising a 
geometrical motif with two interlocking triangles in bi-coloured 
metal, with sapphires and diamonds set on the edges, to a 
diamond bail with an estimated weight of 0.27ct, suspending 
on a fine curb chain, marked as '18ct', chain measuring 39.5 
cm long, pendant overall measures 3.3 x 2.0 cm, total weight 
of item 8.6 grams. £500-700

189 A faceted aquamarine bead necklace, comprising a string of 
ninety-one aquamarine beads in light blue colour, graduating 
approximately from 9.7 to 5.0 mm, wide white metal clasps 
marked as '9k', measuring 44.0 cm long, total weight of item 
38.2 grams, with a World Gemological Institue report 
WGI9624137740. £700-900

190 A cubic zirconia cocktail ring, graduated CZs claw set on white 
metal mounts, with yellow metal geometrical surround forming 
a pentagonal windmill, to a tapered flat shank, unmarked, ring 
head measures 21.0 mm across, ring size O, total weight of 
item 6.8 grams. £300-500
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191 A Belle Époque style diamond pendant on chain, featuring an 
oval pendant with foliate and ribbon motifs, pavé set with 
diamonds and millgrain details on the edges, to an articulated 
bail, connected to three rows of trace link chain with a lobster 
clasp, marked '750', chain measuring 41.0 cm long, pendant 
measuring 5.0 x 2.5 cm, total weight of item 11.6 grams. £500-
700

192 A diamond cluster ring, featuring a central round brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.84ct, approximate 
colour and clarity I/J and I1, encircled with two tiers, twenty-
four smaller brilliant diamonds, claw set on a white precious 
metal mount, to a tapered plain flat shank, marked as '18ct', 
total estimated diamond weight 3ct, ring head measures 15.6 
mm across, ring size N, total weight of item 6.3 grams. 

Together with insurance valuation for the ring, stating value as 
£2,500, dated December 1977. £1,800-2,200

193 A Victorian hessonite garnet bracelet, composed of ten multi-
sized cushion-cut hessonite garnets in reddish-brown body 
colour, claw set on gilt mounts and linked together with jump 
rings, fastened with a box clasp, unmarked, measures 16.5 cm 
in length, total weight of item 23.1 grams. £100-150

194 Three gem-set rings in yellow gold; A Victorian pearl and blue 
hardstone ring in 15ct gold, Chester 1881, size N; An 
Edwardian sapphire and ruby ring in 18ct gold, Birmingham 
1905, size N; A diamond and pink hardstone ring, assay marks 
damaged, tests as 14ct gold; Total weight of items 7.4 grams 
(3). £150-250

195 A pair of ruby pendant earrings, each consisting of nine round 
rubies approximately measures 5.0 mm in diametres, claw set 
on an oxidised lozenge mount, embellished with white 
sapphire accents and granulation details, suspended to lever-
back fittings, marked '925' with maker's mark 'VSJ', drop length 
measures 4.7 cm, total weight of items 15.8 grams. £80-120
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196 Four gem-set rings in 9ct gold; A sapphire and white stone ring 
guard enhancer in 9ct gold, size R; A three-stone beryl ring in 
9ct gold, Birmingham 2005, size N½; A white stone cluster ring 
in 9ct gold, London 1989, size O; A cubic zirconia and 
synthetic ruby ring in 9ct gold, with 'I LOVE YOU' pierced 
gallery, marked CZ, size P; Total weight of items 10.0 grams 
(4). £150-250

197 A five-stone diamond half hoop ring in 18ct gold and platinum, 
with five old-cut diamonds, illusion flush set on a scalloped 
mount with millgrain edges, to a tapered court-profile shank, 
hallmarked as '18ct PLAT', ring size K½, weighs 3.1 grams. 
£150-200

198 A pair of Erté 'Le Soleil' earrings, each comprises round blue 
topaz in the centre, diamonds and mother of pearl inlays in bi-
coloured precious metals, with clip and post fittings, numbered 
as 31 from a limited edition of 200, metal stamped as '14K', 
featured in the Erté book, approximately measuring 3.8 x 2.5 
cm, total weight of item 18.5 grams. £300-500

199 A lot consists of a gold pendant on chain and a Masonic swivel 
pendant, the pendant comprises cutout silhouettes of a man, a 
gazelle and a giraffe, on an African continent outline gold 
panel, attached to bail, with a curb chain measuring 44.5 cm 
secured by spring ring clasp, pendant size 2.0 x 2.8 cm, 
hallmarked as 375; the swivel pendant comprises engravings 
of a disassembled symbol of Freemasonry - 'square and 
compasses' on both sides, to a scrolled surround and loop bail, 
pendant size 2.4 x 3.3 cm, unmarked, total weight of items 7.7 
grams (2). £150-250

200 A Tsavorite and diamond half loop ring and a double heart 
seed pearls ring; the half loop ring consists of three oval 
Tsavorites alternating with brilliant diamonds, collet set in an 
18ct gold mount to a tapered court-profile shank, London 
hallmarked '750' with sponsor's mark 'Fo', ring size R½; The 
double heart ring comprises seed pearls and two coloured 
paste highlights on the 9ct gold mount, with pierced shoulders 
to a tapered D-profile shank, London hallmarked '375' with 
sponsor's mark 'HBJ', dated 1976, ring size N. Total weight of 
items 6.7 grams (2). £200-300
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201 Three gem-set rings in yellow gold; including a sapphire and 
diamond halo ring in 18ct gold, Birmingham hallmarked '18', 
ring size L½; a half eternity ring with fancy yellow diamonds in 
9ct gold, Birmingham hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 'CR', 
ring size N; a cubic zirconia dress ring in 9ct gold, Sheffield 
hallmarked '375', ring size M; Total weight of items 10.3 grams 
(3). £100-150

202 A Scottish pebble bar brooch and a Sato Pearl imitation pearl 
necklace; The bar brooch is composed of various agate inlays 
- banded agate, blue lace agate, bloodstone and jasper, to a 
white metal mount backed with tube hinged pin stem and C-
catch fittings, measures 7.9 x 1.9 cm; the imitation pearl 
necklace consists of a single strand of 7.8 mm silver beads 
connects to a flower box clasp marked 'silver', measures 42.0 
cm long; Total weight of items 57.3 grams (2). £100-150

203 Two pairs of jadeite earrings; including a pair of tri-coloured 
jadeite earrings, treated-red jade, lavender jade and green 
jadeite are carved in the shape of carps, hung on lever-back 
fittings, marked '14k WW', drop length 4.7 cm; A pair of jadeite 
drop earrings each with a tear-drop shaped jadeite attached to 
a Chinese character 'Fu' (prosperity) motif in yellow metal, peg 
and butterfly fittings, unmarked; Total weight of items 10.2 
grams (2). £80-120

204 A pair of diamond-set earrings, each consists of a curved panel 
encrusted with brilliant diamonds, flanked by an array of 
channel-set baguette diamonds, to a bi-coloured metal mount, 
with post and omega clip fittings, marked '750', measures 2.0 x 
0.9 cm, estimated total weight of diamonds 1.98ct, total weight 
of items 13.4 grams. £300-500

205 A 22ct gold wedding band, Birmingham hallmarked '22' with 
maker's mark 'H.S.Ltd', 1965, ring size Q, 4.4 grams. £150-200
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206 A diamond engagement ring and an eternity ring in 18ct gold, 
the engagement ring features a princess cut diamond in the 
centre, claw set on a low profile mount, with six smaller 
princess cut diamonds channel set on the shoulders, the 
estimated total weight of diamonds 0.45ct, to a court profile 
band in white gold, Sheffield hallmarked '750' with maker's 
mark 'ER', dated 2008, ring size M; The eternity ring consisting 
of an array of small brilliant diamonds channel set on a closed-
back court band, London hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 
'B&N', ring size M. Total weight of items 7.3 grams (2). £300-
500

207 A pair of ruby and diamond cluster earrings, each comprising a 
cushion-cut ruby, encircled by nine brilliant diamonds, to peg 
and butterfly fittings, yellow metal unmarked, estimated total 
diamond weight 1.80ct, overall measures 1.3 cm across, total 
weight of items 6.5 grams. £300-500

208 A five-stone diamond gypsy ring in 18ct gold, five graduate-
sized brilliant diamond with an estimated total weight of 0.99ct, 
flush set on a heavy D-profile band in white gold, London 
hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark 'ALJ', dated 2005, band 
measures 10.3 mm wide, ring size X, total weight of item 30.1 
grams. £1,500-2,000

209 Tiffany & Co. - A silver mesh bib necklace with tie ends, 
designed by Elsa Peretti, signed by T&Co. on oval plaque, 
London hallmarked '925', dated 2011, measuring 67.0 cm long, 
total weight of item 21.3 grams. 

RRP £885 £200-300

210 A chrysocolla, turquoise and ruby bib necklace in gilt silver, 
comprises round chrysocolla and turquoise tablets on 
cruciform mounts, interspersed with textured domes, along 
with a faceted ruby and a trapiche ruby cabochon 
(approximately 6.6 mm in diametres) highlight in collets, 
attached to hammered cable links with a S-hook fastening, 
marked as '925', necklace measuring 45.5 cm in length, total 
weight of item 123.9 grams. £150-200
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211 A platinum tanzanite entourage ring, featuring an oval mixed-
cut tanzanite with intense purplish-blue body colour, 
approximately measuring 12.5 x 9.8 mm, claw set in platinum 
mount, encompassed by fourteen round brilliant diamonds with 
an estimated total diamond weight of 1.4ct, with scalloped 
openwork gallery and bifurcated shoulders, to a tapered D-
profile shank, designed by Monford Diamonds, London 
hallmarked '950' with sponsor's mark 'GMJ', dated 2019, ring 
size N, head dimension 1.9 x 1.6 cm, total weight of item 10.3 
grams. £4,500-5,500

212 A five-stone diamond ring in 18ct gold, comprises five brilliant 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.85ct, claw set on 
a white gold mount to a yellow gold tapered flat shank, London 
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'A&GL', 1990, ring size 
Q½, weighs 4.0 grams. £250-350

213 A Mikimoto pearl and diamond dress ring, comprises a 10.8 
mm white pearl with a pink overtone, set on an undulating 
wave surround set with diamonds, to a tapered court-profile 
shank, white metal marked as '750 WG' with Mikimoto's 
maker's mark, ring size L, total weight of item 7.6 grams. £250-
350

214 A diamond solitaire ring, centred with a brilliant diamond claw 
set on a white metal mount to tapered court-profile shank, 
marked as '375', ring size L½, total weight of item 1.8 grams. 

Together with a EGL lab report card, stating an estimated total 
diamond weight of 0.25ct, diamond colour and clarity to be H-I 
and I1, and diamond inscription number. £100-150

215 A diamond half eternity ring in platinum, collet set with seven 
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.76ct, to a 
tapered flat shank, London hallmarked '950' with maker's mark 
'AFJ', 2019, ring size J½, total weight of item 2.9 grams. £100-
150
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216 A five-stone diamond half hoop ring, composed of five 
graduated old-cut and single-cut diamonds with an estimated 
total weight of 0.32ct, pavé set on a bi-coloured gold mount 
with pierced under gallery and engraved shoulders, to a 
tapered D-profile shank, hallmarked '18' and maker's mark 
'E.V', size N½, total weight of item 2.3 grams. £80-120

217 A Tanzanite loose gemstone, oval-shaped mixed-cut with 
intense bluish-purple body colour, strongly pleochroic, eye 
clean, approximately measuring 11.0 x 9.2 x 7.6 mm. 

Please Note: VAT will be applicable to both the hammer price 
and the buyers premium. £400-600

218 A sapphire and diamond halo pendant, featuring an oval 
faceted sapphire measures 10.4 x 8.0 mm, collet set in a 
closed-back mount with scrollwork details on the reverse, 
attached to an altered brooch frame with jump ring bail, set 
with ten brilliant diamonds with an estimated weight of 2.10ct 
in total, unmarked, measures 2.1 x 1.7 cm, weighs 4.1 grams. 
£1,200-1,600

219 Two matching 9ct gold bar bracelets, each consists of a curved 
bar approximately measures 4.3 cm long, attached to faceted 
cable links and fastened with spring-ring clasp, with '375' 
convention marks and maker's mark 'UnoAErre', measures 
19.5 cm in length, total weight of items 10.1 grams (2). £150-
250

220 A modernist brooch with tanzanite and pyrite, a piece of 
Tanzanite rough crystal has been claw set on top of an 
abstract mount with interwoven bars, along with a cube of 
pyrite and white stone accents, fitted with hinged pin stem and 
roll-over safety clasp, signed 'Ricci Flavio' and marked as 
'750', overall measuring 4.9 x 3.6 cm, total weight of item 9.9 
grams. £300-400
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221 A small collection of jewellery, to include A 9ct gold oval locket 
on chain, with four photo compartments, cover engraved with 
scrollwork details, to a 61.0 cm curb link chain, convention 
marks '375', Birmingham; A pink shell, ruby and diamond 
flower brooch in yellow metal, backed with pin stem and 
trombone clasp, marked '18kt 750'; Thomas Sabo gold plated 
articulated teddy bear pendant, on a 60.0 cm belcher chain, 
signed 'TS ag 925'; 4 com 375 61.0 cm; A two-strand pearl 
necklace with extra drilled pearls, with cream to pink 
freshwater pearls of 8 mm, to a box clasp, marked '375' with 
maker's mark 'JKa', measures 58.0 cm long; A 166.0 cm long 
bi-coloured keshi pearl necklace. £150-250

222 A trellis diamond solitaire, consisting of a round brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.15ct, claw set on a 
twisted trellis mount, to a tapered flat shank stamped '750', ring 
size J½, total weight of item 2.0 grams. £100-150

223 An Emerald and diamond half eternity ring in 18ct gold, with 
five round faceted emeralds alternating with four diamonds, 
with an estimated total weight of 0.18ct, scalloped pavé-set on 
a white gold mount, to a tapered flat shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'S&C', dated 1975, ring 
size M, total weight of item 3.1 grams. £200-300

224 A garnet belcher ring in 9ct gold, comprises an oval cut garnet 
with a purplish-red body colour, approximately measures 7.7 x 
5.8 mm, six claws set in a carved-out mount to tapered D-
profile shank, Birmingham hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 
'EHS', dated 1919, ring size S½, total weight of item 3.4 
grams. £100-150

225 A four-stone diamond bypass ring in 18ct gold, consisting of 
four brilliant diamonds in graduated sizes with an estimated 
total weight of 0.24ct, claw set on a white gold mount, to a 
tapered yellow gold court shank, Birmingham hallmarked as 
'18', dated 1963, ring size K½, total weight of item 2.4 grams. 
£100-200
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226 A three-stone diamond ring in 18ct gold, consisting of three 
slightly graduated early brilliant cut diamonds with an 
estimated total weight of 1.67ct, clarity grade I3, claw set on a 
coronet mount to a tapered D-profile shank, London 
hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark 'S&B', 1979, ring size 
Q½, total weight of item 4.0 grams. £300-400

227 A 9ct gold and garnet ring and a large citrine dress ring; The 
garnet ring comprises an emerald-cut almandine garnet 
measures 8.8 x 7.0 mm, double claw set on a yellow metal 
mount with trumpeted shoulders, to tapered shank, 
Birmingham hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 'KJ', 2009 size 
N; The citrine ring consists of an emerald-cut citrine with a 
brownish-yellow colour, approximately measures 17.2 x 14.8 
mm, claw set on a yellow metal mount with a pierced under 
gallery, to tapered shank, unmarked, size L½; Total weight of 
items 9.8 grams (2). £150-250

228 A casted figural seahorse pendant on chain, with teal and blue 
coloured cold enamel finishing, eye set with a green stone, to a 
cable link chain, marked '925', pendant measures 5.1 x 3.1 cm, 
chain 52.0 cm long, weighs 38.7 grams. £350-550

229 A bombé ring encrusted with pink sapphires, with a screw-top 
claw mount with a pink sapphire highlight superimposed on a 
flowerhead mount in yellow metal, to a tapered court-profile 
shank, marked as '18k', ring size I½, total weight of item 4.1 
grams. £250-350

230 A pair of Erté 'Nile' earrings, each comprises round sapphire 
cabochon accents on the bi-coloured precious metal art deco 
style wing form mount, with clip and post fittings, hand-signed 
and numbered as 187 from a limited edition of 250, metal 
stamped as '14K', featured in the Erté book, approximately 
measuring 5.2 x 2.7 cm, total weight of item 21.6 grams. £300-
500
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231 A pair of emerald and diamond earrings, each comprises six 
marquise-shaped emeralds and four brilliant diamond 
highlights, claw set on a brick link mount in yellow metal, 
backed with omega clip and post fittings, stamped '585 14K' 
with maker's mark 'CEI', measures 2.1 cm in length, total 
weight of items 6.6 grams. £600-700

232 A sapphire and diamond cross necklace in 9ct gold, with 
square table-cut dark blue sapphires on gold mount, cross 
lashing and terminations accentuated with old-cut point 
diamonds, to a bifurcated bail hanging on a curb link chain, 
Birmingham hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark 'OPT', 
pendant measures 3.3 x 2.0 cm, chain 46.0 cm in length, total 
weight of item 6.4 grams. £150-250

233 Bvlgari - A pair of onyx cufflinks, each comprises a white metal 
round disc engraved with the brand logo that frames an inlaid 
onyx panel, fitted with click-lock bar, signed 'Bvlgari', Italian 
hallmarked as '925 sterling', measures 14 mm in diametres, 
total weight of items 7.0 grams. £80-100

234 A sapphire and diamond dress ring, featuring a pear-shaped 
sapphire with a pale blue body colour at the centre, 
approximately measuring 9.9 x 5.1 mm, claw set on a white 
metal mount, encircled by brilliant diamonds claw set on the 
surmount, a further three pavé set on the shoulder, with an 
estimated total diamond weight of 0.945ct, to a tapered flat 
shank, marked as '585', ring head measuring 1.7 x 1.4 cm, ring 
size O½, total weight of item 9.6 grams. £400-600

235 A hinged bracelet and a pair of 9ct gold creole earrings, the 
bracelet consists of a hollow tube with twisted details, fastened 
with a tongue and groove clasp, yellow metal marked as '9k', 
inner circumference measures 18.3 cm; The creole earrings 
each as a plain and hollow hoop, attached to the hinged 
fittings, London hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark 'GS', 
loop measures 2.1 cm in diameters. Total weight of items 17.0 
grams (2). £200-300
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236 A synthetic ruby and diamond half hoop ring in 18ct gold, 
consisting of three faceted pink-ish red rubies claw set in 
mount, embellished with single-cut diamond accents, with 
carved shoulders to a tapered D-profile shank, British 
hallmarked '18' with maker's mark 'JA', ring size K, total weight 
of item 3.4 grams. £120-180

237 A sapphire and diamond chequerboard half hoop ring, single-
cut diamonds and table-cut sapphires section alternatingly set 
in an 18ct white gold mount, to a tapered flat shank, 
Birmingham hallmarked '18' with maker's mark 'W&H', 1964, 
ring size O, weighs 2.9 grams. £80-120

238 A sapphire entourage ring, consisting of an oval brilliant-cut 
sapphire with vivid and intense blue body colour, 
approximately measuring 8.4 x 6.7mm, claw set on an 18ct 
white gold mount, encircled with white round diamonds with an 
estimated total weight of 0.26ct pavé-set on a surround, 
shoulders are further pavé-set with graduated diamonds, to a 
tapered plain flat shank, London hallmarked as 750, dated 
2012, ring size R, total weight of item 4.2 grams. £4,000-6,000

239 A multi-shaped carnelian and sardonyx necklace and earrings 
en suite; The necklace consists of graduated panels of 
carnelian and sardonyx, claw set on open-back mounts in 
yellow precious metal, linked to a toggle clasp, marked as 
'18k', measures 63.5 cm long; The matching pair of earrings 
comprise round panels of carnelian, claw set on closed-back 
mounts fitted with ear clips, marked as '18k', measures 1.8 cm 
across; Total weight of items 157.5 grams (2). £700-1,000

240 A peridot and split pearl cluster ring, centred with a round 
faceted peridot, surrounded by split pearls, claw set on an 
elaborated mount consisting of dome and star motifs with 
wirework details, to a joint wire ring band, marked as '18ct', 
ring head measures 18.8 mm across, ring size M½, total 
weight of item 5.4 grams. £120-180
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241 An 18ct yellow gold full eternity ring, channel set with twenty 
round brilliant cut diamonds with an estimated weight, colour 
and clarity of 4.00ct H/I1, on an 18ct yellow gold band 
measuring 7.8mm wide, ring size W (leading-edge), the total 
weight of item 21.2 grams £4,500-5,000

242 A three-stone old-cut diamond half hoop ring, featuring three 
old-cut diamonds slightly graduated from the centre, with an 
estimated total weight of 3.22ct, approximate colour and clarity 
ranging G/H and VS2-SI1, scintillating in the crown settings, to 
a tapered court-profile shank, unmarked but assessed as 
platinum, ring size T½ with metal adjuster, total weight of item 
5.4 grams. 

Insurance replacement valued at £24,965, dated 2014. £8,000
-10,000

243 A sapphire and diamond flower head ring, featuring a round 
sapphire claw set in the centre and surrounded by six old-cut 
diamonds, to knife-edge shoulders and tapered D-profile 
shank, marked as '18ct', ring size R½, weighs 2.5 grams. £120
-180

244 An 18ct gold diamond ring and a 9ct gold ruby and diamond 
dress ring; The diamond ring comprises four French-cut 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.18ct, corner claw 
set together in the centre, with ten diamond accents channel 
set on shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'CJ', ring size P; The ruby 
and diamond dress ring consists of five rubies surrounded by 
diamond highlights, claw set on a white gold mount, to a 
tapered flat shank in yellow gold, British hallmarked as '375', 
ring size P½. Total weight of items 6.9 grams. £150-250

245 An 18ct gold ring and a platinum ring, the gold ring has a plain 
court band, stamped 'FIDELITY' inside the shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked '18' along with Henry Griffith and Sons maker's 
mark 'H.G&S', dated 1940, ring size L; the platinum ring has 
wheat engravings all around the D-profile band, engraved 
'John-June 5.8.50' inside the shank, hallmarked with maker's 
mark 'W.W.Ld' for William Wilkinson Ltd of Skinner St & 
Clerkenwell Rd., ring size R. Total weight of items 4.6 grams 
(2). £150-250
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246 A mixed collection of costume jewellery including necklaces, 
bangles, clip-on earrings and various brooches £80-120

247 A gem-set dress ring in yellow metal, featuring an oval cut 
garnet in the centre flanked by two foiled-back square cut 
quartz, interspersed with pink and red stone accents, with 
scrollwork details on the closed-back mount and shoulders, to 
a tapered D-profile shank, hallmark rubbed off, ring size K½, 
total weight of item 3.2 grams. £150-250

248 Vera Wang - An 18ct gold diamond engagement ring, from the 
Vera Wang Love Collection, features a round brilliant cut 
diamond at the centre, claw set on a low profile mount, 
encompassed by a surround pavé-set with smaller accent 
diamonds, to split shoulders lined with accent diamonds, 
estimated total diamond weight 0.45ct, two further sapphires 
set in the under gallery, to a tapered flat shank, London 
hallmarked '750' with sponsor's mark 'S.G', ring size I½, total 
weight of item 5.1 grams. £250-350

249 A curb link endless chain in yellow gold, without clasp, 
unmarked but assessed as 18ct, measures 62.0 cm in length, 
total weight of item 44.3 grams. £400-600

250 A Tiffany & Co. bookmark and a heart tag pendant; the 
bookmark is composed of a plated ladybug motif amid willow 
leaves engraved in the background, with a bamboo border, 
mirror-finished, signed 'Tiffany & Co. 925', dated 1999, 
accompanies with original pouch and packaging box, 
measures 15.8 x 2.6 cm; A Tiffany & Co. heart tag pendant on 
a replacement chain, signed 'Tiffany & Co. AG925', with 
original pouch and packaging box; Total weight of items 68.1 
grams (2). £150-250
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251 A platinum diamond solitaire ring and platinum wedding band, 
the solitaire ring comprises a round brilliant diamond with an 
estimated weight of 0.51ct, approximate colour and clarity J, 
SI2, claw set on a low profile platinum mount, to a tapered 
shank, British hallmarked '950' with maker's mark 'LBld', ring 
size K; A platinum wedding court band is Sheffield hallmarked 
'950' with maker's mark 'BBros', ring size K. Total weight of 
items 5.0 grams (2). £300-500

252 A casted figural seahorse pendant on chain, with teal and blue 
coloured cold enamel finishing, eye set with a blue stone, to a 
cable link chain, marked '925', pendant measures 5.1 x 3.1 cm, 
chain 56.0 cm long, weighs 38.5 grams. £350-550

253 An enamel ballerina brooch, featuring a figurine of a dancing 
ballerina in a textured dress with enamelled borders, fitted with 
hinged pin stem and roll-over safety clasp, stamped as '750', 
measuring 4.8 x 4.6 cm, total weight of item 10.0 grams. £350-
450

254 A five-stone diamond ring and a five-stone topaz and opal ring; 
The first ring has five single-cut diamonds pavé-set in platinum 
mount to a tapered yellow gold shank, hallmarked as '18ct & pt' 
and maker's mark 'A.W.C&S.Ltd', ring size M½; The second 
has three faceted London blue topaz alternates with two 
precious opal cabochons, with pierced under gallery with the 
phrase 'FOREVER ALWAYS', to a tapered D-profile shank, 
with convention mark '375' and maker's mark 'BMJ', ring size 
S; Total weight of items 4.4 grams (2). £100-150

255 A group lot of coins, silver pill boxes, costume jewellery and 
other items; to include a 2000 British Queen Mother Centenary 
£5 base metal coin; a 1965 British Winston Churchill Crown 
base metal coin; a 2014 Winston Churchill - Never give up 
Supersize commemorative coin medallion, accompanied with 
papers, numbered 1616/1965; Two silver pill boxes, one with 
hand-painted illustration of a golden retriever, Birmingham 
1998, maker's mark 'H&A'; another with wirework and 
marcasite details, engine-turned interior, London 1988, 
maker's mark 'AN'; A Attwood and Sawyer gold plated Bir of 
Paradise brooch; A greenstone pounamu shark tooth-shaped 
pendant; Two pieces of Camrose & Kross costume jewellery 
from the JBK Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy collection; five 
wristwatches and other white metal gem-set costume 
jewellery. £100-150
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256 Seven mixed gemstone pendants on white metal mounts, to 
include a pixel-cut tourmaline pendant on unmarked mount; A 
carved amethyst drop pendant on gold plated mount; A 
included quartz (trade name: garden quartz) pendant on '925' 
mount; A mabé pearl doublet with mother of pearl pendant on 
unmarked mount; A mother of pearl double cabochon on '925' 
mount; An abalone shell doublet with mother of pearl pendant 
on gold plated mount; An art glass pendant on unmarked 
mount. £100-150

257 Two 9ct gold gem-set rings, one has an oval smoky 
quartz/citrine approximately measures 11.9 x 9.9 mm, double 
claws set on a mount with geometrical details and a pierced 
under gallery, to a tapered court-profile shank, London 
hallmarked '375', dated 1966, ring size M; the other one has an 
oval garnet in red, measures 6.5 x 5.0 mm in size, claw set on 
gold mount with pierced shoulders, to a court-profile shank, 
Birmingham hallmarked '375', dated 2006, ring size N½. Total 
weight of items 7.1 grams (2). £80-120

258 An Edwardian pink topaz and pearl dress ring, featuring an 
oval-cut pale pink topaz approximately measures 5.9 x 5.1 
mm, encircled by a border of seed pearls on a yellow metal 
mount, a pearl highlight and rose-cut diamond accents on the 
surmount, with bifurcated shoulders to tapered court-profile 
shank, marked as '18ct' with maker's mark 'WG&S', ring size 
O, total weight of item 4.4 grams. £700-900

259 A pair of pearl and diamond earrings, each consisting of an 8.5 
mm cream coloured pearl with pink overtone, set in a swivel 
yellow metal mount, to a bevelled teardrop surmount pavé set 
with brilliant diamonds, fitted with posts without stoppers, 
unmarked, overall dimensions approximately measuring 2.2 x 
0.9 cm, total weight of items 9.8 grams. £300-500

260 A pink paste necklace in white metal, featuring four bright pink 
foil-backed pastes, collet set in white metal mounts 
embellished with white paste accents, acanthus scrollwork and 
millgrain details on surround, floral engravings at the back of 
the settings, attached to cable chain and spring-ring fastening, 
marked as '900', measures 44.5 cm in length, total weight of 
item 14.9 grams. £80-120
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261 A 9ct bi-coloured gold cocktail ring with pink sapphire and 
aquamarine highlights, on a twisted wire band with granulation 
details, Edinburgh hallmarked '375' with Anna Grass and Orkin 
maker's mark 'GO', size M½, total weight of item 10.0 grams. 
£200-300

262 A double row pearl bracelet with a matching ring, the bracelet 
comprises two strands of 6.0 mm round pearls in cream body 
colour, with yellow metal bar spacers set with brilliant 
diamonds, fastened with a flowerhead box clasp with four pink 
pearls, bar spacers marked 'K18', box clasp 'K14', measures 
18.0 cm in length; the ring features a cream pearl with a pink 
overtone in 8.5 mm, flanked by brilliant diamond accents on a 
yellow metal mount, to a tapered D-profile shank, marked as 
'K18' and maker's mark 'KU', ring size L; Total weight of items 
27.5 grams (2). £300-500

263 An 18ct yellow gold and diamond solitaire ring, comprises an 
old mine-cut diamond of approximately 0.31ct, claw set on a 
cathedral mount, to a tapered D-section shank, Birmingham 
conventional hallmarks '750' with sponsor's mark 'DOM', ring 
size P, total weight of item 3.4 grams. £200-400

264 Georg Jensen - A cockerel brooch, depicting a cockerel with 
fern accent in a square frame, with hinged pin stem and safety 
catch fittings, designed by Arno Malinowski, No. 276, post-
1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 3.8 cm wide, 
total weight of item 12.3 grams. £80-120

265 A sapphire and diamond halo ring, featuring an oval sapphire 
high dome cabochon in dark blue colour, surrounded by small 
brilliant diamonds, claw set on a white metal mount, with 
baguette diamonds set on the shoulders, to a tapered D-profile 
shank, inside of shank engraved 'M-I 12.8.70', hallmarked as 
18ct white gold, ring size I, total weight of item 4.4 grams. £300
-500
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266 An 1836 United States Dollar Eagle coin, converted into a 
brooch with a pin back in white metal. The coin tests as 18ct 
and measures 33mm. 
Total weight of item 14.4 grams £400-500

267 The Mountbatten Medallic History of Great Britain and The 
Sea, Volume I and Volume II, containing fifty silver medallions 
minted by John Pinches Medallists Ltd, with an ownership 
certificate stating proof edition set number 45, £500-700

268 Two albums containing forty nine silver "The Great Explorers" 
medals, issued on behalf of The International Geographical 
Union, each in a postmarked cache, with a description card 
(one missing), 1975 to 1979. together with additional American 
astronauts explore the moon silver medallion with a description 
card. 
Sold on behalf of the R.N.L.I. £400-600

269 A collection of world coins and paper notes; including Two 
1790 French 500 Livres banknotes, with watermark and dry 
stamps; A Napoleon III 1855 Ten Centime; Two 1921 one 
Franc; and various world currency from the period 1940-1960: 
Cyprus, Germany, Egypt, Pakistan, Canada, United States of 
America, Switzerland, India, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
France. £100-200

270 An Elizabeth II VE Day 25th Anniversary gold proof double 
sovereign. Dated 2020. In fitted case, with papers. £600-900
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271 A collection of world coins with two crowns, forty-two half-
crowns, thirty-three two shillings and twelve shillings, gross 42 
ozt. £200-300

272 A George V South African Mint half sovereign gold coin, dated 
1925, total weight of item 4.0 grams. £150-250

273 An Elizabeth II proof full sovereign, dated 2017. Cased £300-
400

274 A set of collectable replicas of Sir Winston Churchill 
commemorative stamps in 18ct gold, after the designs by 
David Gentleman, numbered A1492 and B1492 respectively 
on the reverse, London hallmarked '18' with Metalimport Ltd 
maker's mark 'MI', dated 1965, presented in the original fitted 
case with accompanying papers, stamp measures 4.0 x 2.5 
cm, total weight of items 40.1 grams (2). £1,500-2,000

275 International Society of Postmasters commemorative album, 
1975-1977, thirty six First Day Covers each with a limited 
edition Franklin Mint "Sterling Silver" medallion with a 
certificate of authenticity, held in a ring binder. 
Sold on behalf of the R.N.L.I. £200-300
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276 Eleven 20 French Franc gold coins, with a relief side portrait of 
Marianne on the obverse, a rooster on the reverse, dated from 
1905-1913, total weight of items 71.0 grams (11). £2,000-
3,000

277 A 2002 Queen Elizabeth II half sovereign gold coin, with 
Queen Elizabeth's side portrait on the obverse, the Victorian 
armorial ensign surrounded by laurel leaves and crown, 
encapsulated without papers. £120-180

278 The Birmingham Mint, "Queens of The British Isles" set of nine 
silver medallions in oak case, one of a limited issue of 5000 
sets, Birmingham 1977, approximated 12.6 ozt, together with 
accompanying booklet 
Sold on behalf of the R.N.L.I. £100-150

279 A Churchill Centenary Trust collection of John Pinches 
Centenary Medals, celebrating the 100th anniversary of 
Winston Churchill, limited edition no.5352 comprising twenty-
four silver gilt medallions, together with a spare "The Hague 
1948 medallion, together with an associated booklet and 
letters. 
Sold on behalf of R.N.L.I. £150-250

280 The Birmingham Mint "The Counties of England" forty silver 
medallions in mahogany case, edition limited to 2,500, with 
accompanying booklet and edition card, approximately 51.6 
ozt. 
Sold on behalf of the R.N.L.I. £600-800
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281 A J.C Vickery 9ct gold calendar pencil, with a push-button 
gravity drop propelling mechanism, and an integral swivelling 
calendar with enamelled numbers on the barrel, inserted with a 
"Royal Sovereign" pencil from E.Wolff & Sons, marked as '9ct' 
with maker's name 'J.C Vickery Regent St.W.', measuring 7.2 
cm long, total weight of item 26.4 grams. £300-500

282 Two Parker 51 pens, to include a Parker 51 vacumatic fountain 
pen with plastic plunger filling system, grey barrel, 16ct roll 
gold cap, made in USA, approximately measuring 13.7 cm 
long; A Parker 51 aerometric fountain pen, black barrel, 12ct 
roll gold cap, made in England, measuring 14.5 cm long. £80-
120

283 A 19th-century white metal desk seal of ogee pommel form 
with faux cut card decoration bearing the legend "colmn" (?), 
the bloodstone matrix engraved with a leopard's head erased 
bearing. 7cm long. Together with white a metal (untested) 
hollow cast bust of the crucified Christ on a gadrooned socle. 
12 cm high. 8.9 grams collective weight £100-200

284 Dunhill. A gold plated Dunhill lighter, with cross hatched and 
reeded decoration; another smaller with engraved monogram, 
also Dunhill; and a third Dunhill lighter with ribbed and bark 
finish gold plated decoration; together with two Dupont gold 
plated, engine-turned lighters. (5). £150-250

285 Garrard - 9ct gold cigarette case with engine-turned pattern, 
slide action opening mechanism, to reveal interior metal spring 
straps and engravings 'Brian 26th April 62', Birmingham 
hallmarked '375' with Garrard & Co. Ltd maker's marks, 1961, 
measures 14.0 x 8.2 cm, weighs 205.2 grams. £4,000-5,000
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286 A Victorian silver and cut glass toothpick box, London 1894, by 
The Gold & Silversmiths company, together with a George III 
blonde tortoiseshell navette shaped toothpick box; a Victorian 
pique work etui; and a Japanese bronze menuki in the form of 
an Oni mask (4) £150-250

287 Collection of small Continental objects of virtue including a 
French gilt metal scent bottle painted with the Arc de 
Triomphe, a gilt metal mounted faux rock crystal desk seal, 
Venetian Mussell shell scents and other items. £150-250

288 Two Victorian ruby glass double-ended scent bottles; the first 
has gilt floral terminations, engraved with initials 'MB' on one 
end and a bow-tie stag head on the other; the second has plain 
pommel caps on both of the ends. £80-120

289 An Edwardian Girardin open-face pocket watch, with a 
Girardin, signed key wound movement in a yellow metal case 
stamped 18ct, measuring 36.5mm with a gold dial and roman 
numerals, weighs 38.4 grams. Includes Key £200-300

290 A Blancpain Léman Ultra Slim yellow gold wristwatch with a 
swiss made automatic movement in a yellow metal case 
stamped '750 and measuring 38mm, with a white dial and gold 
Roman numerals with a date aperture at 3 o'clock covered with 
sapphire crystal glass on a black leather strap with original 
pink and buckle. 
No: 161 
Total weight of item 77.2 grams £2,000-2,500
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291 A 9ct yellow gold Omega seamster, with an automatic Swiss 
movement caliber 565, in a 9ct yellow gold case measuring 
34mm with an off-white dial featuring gold Arabic numerals and 
a date aperture at 3 o'clock, covered with acrylic glass all on a 
generic black leather strap. 
Model:166/6-5003 
Serial: 25635317 
Year: 1967 
Caliber: 565 
No box, no papers £300-400

292 A lot consisting of x59 Lady's quartz wristwatches 
Featuring an Accurist, Seiko, Rotary, 2x Storm, Citizen, Calvin 
Klein, 3x Sekonda, Lorus, Lassale, Mango, Philip Mercier, 4x 
new matching sports watches, Touch LED watch, 3x Citron, 
Titan, Visa, Regal, Etevon and many unbranded wristwatches 
(59) £100-150

293 A lot consisting of two watches a Seiko 5 sports automatic 
watch and a United Colors Of Benetton chronograph watch, 
The Seiko has a Japanese-made automatic movement in a 
black PVD style case measuring 40mm with a black dial and 
white numerals featuring a day date aperture at 3 o'clock and a 
sweeping central seconds hand, all on a black PVD style 
articulated bracelet. Serial: 4R36-00X0 With box and papers 
The second is a sports United Colours Of Benetton 
chronograph with a brushed steel case measuring 39mm with 
a multi-coloured dial with subdials all on a rubber strap. Serial: 
937001700 (2) £100-200

294 A Smiths De Luxe 9ct gold wrist watch, with a 'Made in 
London' 17 jewels hand-wound movement in a 9ct yellow gold 
32mm case with an off-white dial and gold Arabic numerals 
indexes with gold hands covered with acrylic glass on a black 
leather strap. 
Engraved case back 
Original box £150-250

295 An Ando-Watch chronograph divers watch, featuring a Valjoux 
Swiss-made hand-wound, chronograph movement in a steel 
case measuring 38mm with a blue dial, two further sub-dials 
and a date aperture at 6 o'clock, covered with acrylic glass with 
a blue rotating bezel on a blue leather strap with deployment 
buckle. 
Model: 2503 £100-200
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296 A highly collectable 18ct rose gold and diamond Omega 
Constellation wristwatch, featuring a portrait of SHEIKH ISA 
BIN SALMAN AL KHALIFA OF BAHRAIN, on the champagne 
dial with diamond factory set indexes, with an automatic 
movement in a 34.5mm case with acrylic glass all on a brown 
leather strap. 
Model:14381.2 
Serial:18173783 
Cal: 551 
Year: 1961 £3,700-4,200

297 A lady's Bertolucci diamond set watch, with a swiss-made 7 
jewelled quartz movement in a steel case with gold bezel set 
with diamond featuring a pink dial with roman numerals and 
date aperture at 3 o'clock on a new black leather strap. 
Case number: 3696 
Serial: 111.8050 49 £150-250

298 Three gentlemen's wrist watches, comprising of a vintage 
Orient 21 jewelled automatic movement no 91357 made in 
Japan in a steel case 38mm with a blue dial and day-date 
functions, cover with acrylic glass, the strap is missing. The 
second is an Orient Crystal with a 21 jewelled automatic 
movement in a steel case measuring 36mm with silver dial and 
gold baton indexes with day-date function covered with 
sapphire crystals glass on and articulated steel bracelet with 
deployment buckle. The third is a VDB chronograph with a 
quartz movement in a steel case measuring 34mm wide with a 
black dial and subdials with sapphire crystal glass, all on a 
black leather strap with a deployment buckle. (3) £150-200

299 A lot consisting of three lady's wristwatches, with two matching 
lady's Longines watches with 23mm gold plated cases housing 
swiss quartz movements with white dials and roman numerals 
indexes and date apertures at 3 o'clock both on black leather 
straps. The third is a Raymond Weil lady's wristwatch with an 
18ct gold electroplated case measuring 22.5mm with a white 
dial and roman numerals indexes and date apertures at 3 
o'clock all on a black leather strap. (3) £200-300

300 An Omega Seamaster 120m Lady's steel wristwatch, with a 
swiss made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 26mm 
with a white dial and date aperture at 3 o'clock all on a steel 
articulated bracelet. 
Model:596.1502 
Serial: 57830902 
Caliber: 1502 
Year: 1998 £300-700
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301 A Nero Lemania split-second pocket stopwatch with military 
crows foot on reverse, featuring a steel case measuring 50mm 
across with a white dial with two further sub-dials covered with 
acrylic glass, the movement is hand-wound featuring 
stopwatch with a split-seconds function. 
The rear of the stopwatch is engraved with a military crows foot 
and the following numbers 0552/521-6482 1514 / 71 £100-200

302 A Tag Heuer professional chronograph gents watch, with a 
swiss-made ETA quartz movement with chronograph feature, 
in a steel brushed case measuring 37mm with a blue dial and 
3 further subdials and date aperture at 4 o'clock with a 
hardened rubber bezel and sapphire crystal glass, all on a 
generic rubber strap. 
Model: CA1210-1 
Serial: KT8282 
With instruction booklet, no box, no papers £200-300

303 A J.W Benson open face key-wound pocket watch, with a 
yellow metal case stamped 'K18' and measuring 40mm wide 
with a white enamel dial with Roman numerals and a seconds 
sub-dial at 6 o'clock, covered with acrylic glass and supplied 
with two keys. 
Total weight of item 54.8 grams £300-500

304 A lady's bi-metal Rolex Datejust, featuring a Swiss-made 
automatic movement in a steel case measuring 26mm with an 
18ct gold fluted bezel, a champagne dial with date aperture at 
3 o'clock and diamond-set hour indexes on steel and 18ct 
yellow gold Jubilee bracelet with folding clasp. 
Model: 69173 
Serial: N193973 
Year: 1991 
Box, no papers £3,000-4,000

305 A 'Goliath' 8-day reserve open face pocket watch, featuring a 
swiss made keyless wound 8-day power reserve pocket watch, 
in a base metal nickel-plated case measuring 69x22.5mm with 
a white enamel dial with seconds subdial, featuring Arabic 
numerals and acrylic glass. £200-300
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306 A Bvlgari (Bulgari) Aluminium lady's wristwatch with a Swiss-
made quartz movement in an aluminium case measuring 
28mm with a silver dial featuring a date aperture at 3 o'clock 
with a hardened rubber bezel on a hardened rubber articulated 
strap with pin buckle. 
Model: AL 29 TA 
Serial: L23215 £400-600

307 A silver Rolex trench watch circa 1914, with a hand-wound 
swiss jewelled movement and a stamped silver 34mm case, 
acrylic glass, black dial with seconds subdial at 6 o'clock with 
10mm lugs and brown generic strap. 
Case number 719198 
A box, no papers £1,800-2,200

308 An Omega Speedmaster Automatic model 175.0032, with a 
swiss made automatic movement with chronograph function, in 
a steel case measuring 39mm with twisted lugs, a black dial 
and three subdials with white indexes, acrylic crystal glass and 
black Tachymetre bezel, all on a steel articulated strap. 
Model: 175.0032 
Caliber: 3220A £1,500-2,000

309 A 1940's Tissot Antimagnetique 'Bullseye' military wristwatch. 
with a Swiss-made hand-wound movement in a steel case 
measuring 30mm with a faded tropical black dial with seconds 
sub-dial at 6 o'clock, covered with acrylic glass all on a generic 
black strap. 
Non-magnetic, waterproof, shock absorber 
Case numbers: 6072/4 6076 
Movement serial: 998913 £100-150

310 An open-face Sans Rival pocket watch with a fitted walnut 
wood box with Hebrew inscription, featuring an open-face 
pocket watch with a key wound movement in a white metal 
case stamped '800' measuring 39mm with an engraved case 
back, the white enamel dial has a floral motif and roman 
numerals and is covered by acrylic glass. The item fits neatly 
into a folding wooden box/stand with 'Jerusalem' in English 
with Hebrew letters above. £100-150
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311 A Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust ref. 1600 automatic 
wristwatch the mother-of-pearl dial studded with diamond 
indexes, and date aperture, with fluted gold bezel, on a Jubilee 
bracelet with deployment clasp. 
Model:1600 
Serial number: 4411537 
36 mm case 
Caliber: 3035 £2,000-3,000

312 A 1920's lady's dress watch, with a 25mm 9ct yellow gold 
case, white enamel dial with acrylic glass and a hand-wound 
Swiss movement signed 'Moeris' on a 9ct yellow gold sprung 
articulated bracelet. 
Total weight of item 16.7 grams £100-200

313 A Tag Heuer Aquaracer with diamonds lady's wristwatch, 
featuring a Swiss-made ETA quartz movement in a steel case 
measuring 33mm with a white mother of pearl dial featuring 
diamond-set indexes and a date aperture at 3 o'clock, covered 
with sapphire crystal glass and framed with a rotating bezel, all 
on to an articulated steel strap with safety deployment buckle. 
Model: WAF1312 
Serial: RME6161 
Approximate year: 2014 
With an inner box, no papers. £500-700

314 A Hedbomas 8-day calendar silver open face pocket watch, 
featuring a Swiss-made keyless wound 8-day power reserve 
day and date calendar in a silver hallmarked case measuring 
46.5mm with a white enamel dial with two subdials for day and 
date, the dial features an open work gallery exposing the 
balance wheel covered with an acrylic glass. The case back is 
engraved and monogrammed. 
The watch comes with an untested white metal Albert chain. 
£600-800

315 A limited-edition Bell & Ross BR01-92, with an automatic 
Swiss-made movement in a black carbon-coated PVD steel 
case measuring 46mm with a black dial and blue Arabic 
numerals and indexes, covered with sapphire crystals glass on 
a canvas strap with original buckle fastener 
Model: BR01-92 (BR0192SBLU) 
Limited edition number: 459/500 
With box and papers. £550-750
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316 A 9ct gold half hunter pocket watch, with a keyless wound 
movement, stamped S&Co Swiss Made 709593, in a yellow 
metal case stamped '375' with a London hallmark and 
measuring 49mm in width and features a white enamel dial 
and Arabic numerals with a seconds subdial covered with 
acrylic crystal glass. The case back is engraved 
The item comes with a fitted box and a receipt of purchase 
dated 1932 from S.Leighton & Sons Ltd 
Total weight of item 86.3 gram £300-500

317 An 18ct yellow gold Le Roy and Fils repeater half hunter 
pocket watch, with a keyless wound movement with repeater 
slide and function in an 18ct yellow gold case measuring 
39mm with a white enamel dial and seconds sub-dial with 
acrylic glass and Roman numerals. £500-700

318 A WW2 Omega pilots watch with a hand-wound Swiss 
movement caliber 30T2 SC with a black dial and Arabic 
numerals in a 36mm case, military issue markings on the case 
back reading A. M. 6B/159 1552/56 
Model: Pilots Watch issued to the RAF 
Caliber: 30T2 SC 
Estimated year of manufacture:1944 
Serial: 10002072 
Military case back numbers: 
A. M. 
6B/159 
1552/5 £800-1,000

319 A 1934 Omega full hunter 9ct gold pocket watch, with a swiss 
made keyless Omega signed movement in a 9ct yellow gold 
Dennison case measuring 46mm, with a white enamel dial and 
seconds sub-dial at 6 Oclock featuring blue'd hands and Arabic 
numerals. 
The full hunter case front is engraved with a family crest - "The 
crest is called a Korwin and is attached to the name Kruk 
originating from the 1600s and was awarded for military 
accomplishments" information has been provided by the 
grandson of Tadeusz Kirk-Strzelecki, whom the watch 
belonged. 

Serial: 8956586 
Year: 1934 
Total weight 68.7 grams
Tadeusz Kirk-Strzelecki was born on October 20, 1985 in 
Kamiensk, he attended the philological gymnasium in 
Częstochowa, where in 1916 he passed his secondary school 
leaving examination. 

From 1914 he was a soldier of the first brigade of the Polish 
legions, he was nicknamed ‘Kruk’. In May 1915, he was 
wounded in the battle of Konary, where the Austro-Hungarian 
army (with the legions led by Jozef Pitsudski) fought against 
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the Russian army. In 1917, he was delegated to the Polish 
military organisation, where he was active in Ukraine at the 
third supreme headquarters. From 1918 he served in the 
Polish army. He was wounded during the Polish Soviet war. 
He was an officer of division VI, and later of division II of the 
supreme command. In 1920 he took part in the so-called 
rebellion of General Lucjan Zeligowski. In 1922, he was 
verified as a captain with seniority on June one, 1919. In 1921 
and 1922 he was awarded the Cross of valor. On May 17, 
1922 he was awarded the silver cross of the Virtuti military war 
order “for his actions in the former POW in the east (KN III)”. In 
1924 he was an officer in the 27th infantry Regiment in 
Częstochowa and in the same year transferred to the reserve. 
10 years later, with the same rank and seniority, he was an 
officer in the reserve of the 83rd infantry Regiment in Kobryn. 
On April 21, 1937, he received the independence Cross “for 
his work in regaining independence”. 

During the Second World War he was nicknamed “Director” 
and “Szczepan”. Initially, he was the head of the political 
department of the main command of the service for Poland‘s 
victory. From October 1939, he was the head of division VI-the 
information and propaganda bureau of the general 
headquarters of the union armed struggle. In October 1940, he 
was removed from this function after the intervention of 
Wladyslaw Sikorsky and replace by Col. diploma Jan 
Rzepecki. He was also the editor-in-chief of the “Przedwiosnie” 
magazine belonging to the independent socialist labour party, 
a member of the Masonic lodge to which general Tokarzewski 
Introduced him. He belong to the temporary collective 
delegation established by Colonel Jan Skorobohaty- 
Jakubowski on July 3, 1940. On September 13, 1940, the 
provisional delegation was dissolved. 

On the night of November 10-11, 1942, he was arrested and 
imprisoned in Pawiak, and released in December of the same 
year. The Germans mistakenly mistook him for Coronel Leon 
Strzelecki. On March 11, 1943, they arrested him again and 
placed him in Pawiak again, then on April 28, 1943 he was 
transferred to the German concentration camp in Auschwitz. 
He was given the camp number 119312. He was employed in 
the command (working group of prisoners) dealing with 
expansion of the camp (Zentralbauleitung). From July 9 to 
October 12, 1944, he worked in an electricians, commando at 
the Birkenau camp. During his imprisonment in Auschwitz, he 
was probably protected by the prisoners resistance, thanks to 
which he was assigned to perform light work, which in the 
conditions of the camp gave him a better chance of survival. 
On October 27, 1944, he was transferred to KL 
Sachsenhausen, where he received a new Number 115835. 
On May 3, 1945, he was released from the camp by American 
troops. 

American during an evacuation March near Schwerin. He 
served until 1947 in the British occupation zone of Germany in 
the guard forces. 
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After the war, he was active in exile in the Sanacja movement. 
He participated in the work of the Association of Polish 
combatants, the Home army club and the Jozef Pilsudski. He 
died in London on September 1, 1951 at the age of 56. 

His wife was Janina Nee Zychowska, he had a daughter Anna 
and a son, Jerry. £800-1,000

320 A Montblanc lady's chronograph in steel wristwatch, featuring 
a Swiss-made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 
31mm wide with a white dial and chronograph function 
subdials and date at 4 o'clock. All on a leather strap with the 
original pin and buckle. 
Model: 7039 £500-700

321 An Eterna KonTiki Chronometer wristwatch, featuring a Swiss-
made ETA automatic officially certified chronometer movement 
in a steel case measuring 36mm with a black dial with white 
hour markers and date aperture at 3 o'clock all on a blue 
leather strap. 
Serial: 629.1401.41S 
Caliber ETA: 2892-2 
With Papers, purchased in 1997 £300-500

322 A lot consisting of x46 Lady's quartz watches 
Featuring x2 Swatch watches, Sekonda, Pulsar, Lorus, Yves 
Rocher, Zeon, Inex, Xanadu, Regal, Theo Miles, 4x Visa, 3x 
Taimes, Mango, Henley, Moretime, Ringarums, Shivas, Temps 
D'Or and many unbranded wristwatches (46) £80-120

323 A Cartier lighter and four pocket watches, featuring a Cartier 
gold plated lighter with rounded edges and measuring 
25x70mm with an etched checked finish and hinged top, serial 
no:59064K. The first open-face pocket watch has a keyless 
movement in a yellow metal case stamped '375' with a gold 
dial and an overall width of 33mm. The second open-face 
pocket watch has a key wound movement and is in a silver 
case measuring 40mm and features a white enamel dial and 
engraved case back. The third is a silver key wound open face 
pocket watch in case measurin39mm with a white enamel dial 
and a movement signed A Mathey, also with an engraved case 
back. Finally, the fourth half hunter pocket watch is a modern 
replica in base metal. (5) £80-120
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324 A U-Boat IFO left hook Classico automatic watch, featuring an 
ETA automatic Swiss-made movement no 2824, in a brushed 
steel case measuring 45mm with a beige dial, black Arabic 
numerals and a date aperture at 3 o'clock, finished with 
sapphire crystal glass. The reverse features a display case 
back made from sapphire crystal and the crown is protected 
with a chained screw-down crown on a black leather strap with 
the original double deployment buckle. 
Model: Classico left hook 
Serial: 4553 AB-AS-A925 00200 
No: 0422 
With inner box and certificate card only £500-700

325 A lot consisting of 39 gentleman's quartz watches, 
Featuring a Timex Ironman, Casio Alarm Chrono, Casio 
Oceanis, Ben Sherman, Pulsar, H. Samuel, Ravel, 
Continental, Regatta, Embassy, Lasita, Regal, Denacci, 
Westfalia, Rexxor, Scene, x2 Moretime, Visa, Prisma, RS, MC, 
Timex, New Swiss, Rutina and many unbranded wristwatches 
(39) £100-150

326 An Omega constellation chronometer wristwatch with an 
automatic swiss made movement in a yellow metal case 
stamped '750' and measuring 34mm in width with a gold dial 
and baton indexes, date aperture at 3 o'clock and covered with 
acrylic glass, all on a woven yellow metal strap stamped '750' 
with adjustable deployment buckle. 
Total weight of item: 123.6 grams 
Model:168005/6 
Serial: 213007682 
Caliber: 561 
Year: 1964 £2,500-3,500

327 A 1920's Europa Travel clock, with a hand-wound 7 jewelled 
movement featuring a mechanical alarm in a gilt retractable 
lozenge shape case with metallic paint and a fish scene etched 
onto the surface, the dial features gold Arabic numerals and a 
white base dial. £40-60

328 A Tag Heuer Aquaracer chronograph, with a 42mm steel case 
featuring a black dial with three white subdials and date 
aperture at 4 o'clock with sapphire crystal glass and rotating 
bezel all on a steel strap with deployment buckle and safety 
clasp. 
Model:CAF1110 
Serial: VU8274 
Year:2006 
Waterproof: 300 meters (Not tested) 
Complete with box and papers 
Additional links included £500-700
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329 An S. Goldstone open-face silver pocket watch, with a key 
wound movement signed S. Goldstone Manchester 262690, in 
a hallmarked Birmingham Silver 1874, with a white enamel dial 
and Roman numerals, covered with an acrylic glass. Attached 
is a Silver Albert chain and winding key. 
Total weight of item 149.7 grams £150-200

330 A Rolex Daydate 18038 in 18ct yellow gold, featuring a Swiss-
made automatic movement in an 18ct yellow gold case 
measuring 36mm with a champagne dial with baton markers, 
fluted bezel, and a gold President bracelet. It also comes with 
the original case back sticker and serial swing tag. 
With box & outer box, no papers. 
Model: 18038 
Serial: 8615608 
Year: 1985
A gift from the Amir of The State of Bahrain £7,000-10,000

331 A lady's Dunhill quartz wristwatch, with a bi-metal bracelet 
strap, the round gilt dial with roman numerals, sweep centre 
seconds hand and date aperture. £80-120

332 An unworn Rolex Daydate 18038 in 18ct yellow gold, featuring 
a Swiss-made automatic movement in an 18ct yellow gold 
case measuring 36mm with a champagne dial with baton 
markers, fluted bezel, and a gold President bracelet. It also 
comes with the original case back sticker and serial swing tag. 
With box, no papers. 
Model: 18038 
Serial: 9195727 
Year: 1986
Was given as a gift and never worn £7,000-10,000

333 An Eterna-Matic Airforce II watch, with a swiss-made ETA 
2824 automatic movement in a brushed steel case measuring 
37mm with a black dial and Arabic numerals featuring a date 
aperture at 3 o'clock with sapphire crystal glass all on a rubber 
strap with pin buckle. 
Model: 633.8407.41 
Serial: 840741 
No box, comes with warranty booklet £300-500
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334 A vintage Omega Seamaster 'Soccer' timer chronograph 
wristwatch with a steel tonneau-shaped case measuring 38mm 
and a white dial with three sub-dials, covered with acrylic glass 
housing a swiss made 17 jewelled, hand-wound movement 
caliber 861, on a rubber strap. The watch was designed to 
measure the length of a football game, note the 45 min marker 
at 4 o'clock. 
Model: 145.016 68 
Serial: 30583720 
Year:1969 
Caliber: 861 £1,500-2,000

335 A Tag Heuer 2000 quartz chronograph professional gentleman 
watch, with a Swiss-made ETA quartz movement featuring a 
chronograph function with a light grey dial and three further 
subdials with a date aperture at 3 o'clock, in a brushed steel 
case, measuring 40mm at its widest part all on a brushed 
articulated bracelet with folding deployment buckle and safety 
catch 
Model: 272.006/1 
Serial: 18530 
With box and papers £200-300

336 A Kutchinsky diamond-set L'ovale Medius wristwatch, with a 
quartz movement featuring a chronograph function and date 
with a pink and white dial, sub-dials and Arabic numerals in an 
oval steel case measuring 32.5mm x 38.5mm bezel set with 
thirty-four round brilliant cut diamonds all on a pink leather 
strap with pin and buckle. 
Total estimated weight of diamonds: 2.04ct £900-1,200

337 A Victor Kullberg 4397 half-hunter pocket watch in silver, with 
a keyless wound movement signed "Victor Kullberg 105 
Liverpool Road London No 5397 maker to the Admiralty" in a 
silver case hallmarked 1893 in London, measuring 54mm 
wide, with a white enamel dial featuring Roman numerals and 
a seconds sub-dial, covered with acrylic glass and protected by 
a sprung case front and half hunter viewing window. 
It is accompanied by an engraved white metal and wood fitted 
case but is not thought to be original. £400-600

338 A Tag Heuer Aquaracer 300 meters lady's wristwatch, with a 
Swiss-made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 
26mm with a white dial and date aperture at 3 o'clock, covered 
with sapphire crystal glass all on a steel articulating bracelet 
with folding clasp and safety catch. 
Model: WAF 1414 
Serial: RRD1456 
Waterproof: 300m £300-500
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339 A Les Must De Cartier Travel clock and matching Cartier 
picture frame, with a manual wind movement featuring an 
alarm in a steel-plated case measuring 75x78.5mm case with 
gilt flecked blue enamel with kickstand and fitted double door 
case and warranty papers. The Must De Cartier picture frame 
measures 73mm x 91mm with a steel-plated finish and a gilt 
flecked enamel surround with a kickstand and synthetic 
sapphire set screws to the rear. £350-450

340 An 1888 Waltham half hunter pocket watch, with an American-
made Waltham movement, numbered 3554796 in a base 
metal engraved case measuring 47mm with a white enamel 
dial featuring Arabic numerals covered with a half hunter case 
front and acrylic glass window. 
Manufacturer: Waltham 
Manufacturer Location: Waltham, Massachusetts 
Movement Serial Number: 3554796 
Variation: Royal Quality 
Model: 1882 
Estimated Production Date: April 1888 - August 1888 
Run Quantity: 2,000 
Total Production: 7,100 
Hairspring: Breguet £150-250

341 An unworn Longines Conquest Ten gentlemen's wristwatch, 
with a swiss-made quartz movement in a brushed steel case, 
measuring 35mm. With a white dial and baton indexes with a 
date aperture at 3 o'clock all on an alternating 
brushed/polished linked articulated bracelet. 
Model: L1.621.4 
serial: 26847611 £400-600

342 A Garrard automatic gentleman's wristwatch, with a Swiss-
made automatic 25 jewel ETA 2472 movement in a 34mm 
steel case with a silver domed dial with a date aperture at 3 
o'clock, silver baton indexes and hands, all on a brown leather 
generic strap. £100-150

343 A Piaget lady's diamond set dress watch, with a swiss made 
quartz ultrathin movement in an 18ct white gold heart shape 
case measuring 21mm featuring a diamond set bezel with 24x 
round brilliant cut diamonds with an estimated diamond weight 
of 0.80ct and a mother of pearl dial with sapphire crystal glass. 
All on a black leather Piaget strap with Piaget white gold 
buckle. 
Model: GOA08925 
Serial: 84460 527897
Accompanied by an insurance certificate from 1992 with a 
value of £6750.00 £2,000-2,500
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344 A Rolex Explorer II model 16570 (Polar), with a swiss-made 
GMT/Date automatic movement in a steel case measuring 
40mm and featuring a white dial with a date aperture at 3 
o'clock with cyclops covered with sapphire crystal glass, all on 
a Rolex Oyster bracelet with deployment clasp and safety 
catch. 
The case back is engraved with "Andrew PPI Iraq 2003" 
Model: 16570 T 
Serial: F019713 
Year: 2003 £5,500-6,500

345 An Oris 300m Divers automatic watch, featuring a swiss-made 
26 jewelled movement, a grey stepped dial with a date 
aperture at 6 o'clock, luminous baton indexes with rotating 
diving bezel and sapphire crystal glass, in a steel case 
measuring 44mm. On an articulated steel bracelet with 
deployment buckle, dual button release and divers wetsuit 
extension. 
Model: 7533P 
Serial: 31-46651 
Waterproof: 300m (Untested) £300-500

346 An Ebel classic wave lady's steel wristwatch, featuring a swiss-
made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 24mm with 
a silver dial featuring Roman numerals on an articulated steel 
bracelet with a hidden double folding clasp. 
Model: E9157F11 
Serial: 55502110 £100-200

347 A 20th-century limited edition 151/200, silver cased, twin fusee 
8-day carriage clock London 1976 by Mappin & Webb. The 
architectural case with an engraved dial the movement chiming 
the hours on a single bell. On compressed bun feet. 78 ozt 
gross weight, 18 cm high overall. £1,000-1,500

348 A Drocourt of Paris "Gorge" cased 8-day repeating carriage 
clock with engraved decoration throughout, the one-piece 
white enamel Roman dial with Arabic minute indices bearing 
the retailers mark for "Goldsmiths Alliance"(London) The 
backplate numbered 8520. 8 cm wide x 6.8 cm deep x 16 cm 
overall height. £400-500
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349 A large early 20th-century French "Anglaise Riche" 8-day 
repeater carriage clock with a distinctive folding bale handle. 
The two-piece concave silvered Arabic dial and a mask fretted 
with a bird alighting from branches. The movement chiming the 
hours on a coil gong. On a moulded skirt foot. 10.5 cm wide x 
9.5 cm deep x 20 cm overall height £200-300

350 An early 20th-century champleve enamel decorated" Anglaise" 
cased 8-day alarm repeater carriage clock with a distinctive 
folding bale handle. The white one-piece Roman dial with 
alarm indicator at 6.0'clock. The movement chiming and 
striking on a coil gong. 10 cm wide x 9 cm deep x 19 cm 
overall height. £250-300

351 An Edwardian boudoir clock; white enamel rectangular dial 
with Roman numerals; set within an arched silver case, the 
sides decorated with repousée scenes of courting couples in 
rural settings; on four bracket feet; London 1904 by William 
Comyns. 10cm high; £150-250

352 A 19th-century Bolvillier of Paris 8-day carriage clock with 
elaborate water gilt canted case mounted with entwined 
mermaids bale handle. The movement chiming the hours on a 
single bell and fitted and engraved balance. The one-piece 
white enamel Roman dial with blued moon hands and marked 
"Bolvillier a Paris". On a moulded architectural base with 
running bands of fruiting vines. The movement marked 230 
LM. 11 cm wide x 10 cm deep x 22 cm overall height. £300-
500

353 An early 20th century R & Co (Richard & Co) jumbo 8-day 
"Anglaise Riche" bow-sided cased carriage clock with wrythern 
folding bale handle. The concave Arabic dial with silvered 
chapter ring and matted plain mask. The movement chiming 
the hours on a coil gong. On a moulded skirt base. £200-300
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354 A George III vinaigrette in the form of a bag; the satchel style 
bag, with engraved buckle decoration. wrigglework to base. 
The hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt interior and foliate 
pierced grille. Birmingham 1818 by John Shaw. 2.8cm length 
£120-180

355 A George IIl snuff box; parcel gilt, rounded rectangular; the 
hinged cover with an interior tavern scene; the sides with cast 
fruiting and foliate border; scroll engraved to base. 
London1819 by James Fenton. 7.3 x 4.3cm. 2.65 ozt £100-150

356 An early 19th century vinaigrette, in the form of a bag, with 
engraved basket weave decoration and chain handle, the 
hinged cover with vacant oval cartouche, opening to reveal a 
pierced and engraved grille by Ledsam & Vale, circa 1820, 
2cm high. £100-150

357 A George IV castle top vinaigrette depicting Windsor Castle; 
rounded rectangular with foliate carved borders and reeded 
sides; the hinged cover with a relief depiction of Windsor castle 
Gilt interior and scroll pierced grille; Birmingham 1827 by 
Nathanial Mills. 4.2 x 2.8 cm £400-600

358 A pair of early 20th century octagonal section table 
candlesticks, Sheffield 1920 by James Dixon & Sons On 
moulded and canted square loaded bases. 22 cm high £150-
200
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359 A white metal round bowl with cast scrolling rockwork rim and 
similar pierced base with five cartouche and scroll feet, the 
interior gilded and stamped 925, 21cm diameter, 19.5 ozt. 
£250-350

360 A late Victorian miniature silver carriage clock; the circular 
white enamel dial with Roman numerals; the case profusely 
decorated with scrolls and foliage; folding carrying handle and 
four bun feet. French movement. London 1899. Maker's mark 
rubbed. 7.3 cm high £200-300

361 A George III silver gilt snuff box; elongated octagonal with 
engine turned flat-hinged cover, of sunburst design around a 
central rectangular cartouche with engraved crest of a stag's 
head. Swags engraved to sides above a cross-hatched 
ground, and sunburst engraving to base. Gilded interior. 
London 1788, by Thomas Phipps and Edward Robinson. 7.3 x 
5.2cm £250-350

362 A Goerge III Irish snuff box; oval with flat hinged cover, crest 
engraved to centre, and lipped thumbpiece. Dublin 1792 by 
James Keating. 7cm length £100-150

363 A George III vinaigrette; in the form of a satchel style bag; 
engraved buckle closure and engraved education to base 
around a monogram engraved rectangular cartouche. 
Suspensory loop and bar thumbpiece. Gilded interior with 
pierced and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 1818 by 
Joseph Wilmore. 2.8 cm length (ex loop) £100-150
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364 An Edwardian pin cushion in the form of a pig; Chester 1908 
by Boots Pure Drugs Company; a miniature silver dressing 
table with mirror and table furniture, three silver vesta cases 
and a brass mounted circular carved mother of pearl case. (5) 
£200-300

365 A Swiss white metal round bowl with reeded rim and flared 
foot, stamped 800, by Jezler, 13.5cm diameter, 17.1 ozt £120-
180

366 A quantity of mixed flatware, comprising a pair of American 
19th century table spoons by N Harding, a serving spoon by 
Lowell, another by H.Holton, another stamped "Sterling", 
together with a set of six Tiffany & Co. coffee spoons, two 
Continental white metal straining spoons, a Continental sauce 
ladle stamped 900, two George III silver sugar tongs with 
bright cut decoration and a pair of George III style sugar knips, 
unmarked, 18 ozt. (17). £200-300

367 A continental white metal round entree dish and cover, with a 
fixed double scroll handle, stamped 900, 23.5cm diameter, 350 
ozt. £300-500

368 A Victorian scent bottle cum vinaigrette by Samson Mordan. 
Modelled in the form of a hunting horn, profusely decorated 
with blossoming foliage; the hinged circular base opening to 
reveal a gilded interior with pierced and engraved grille; also 
wth registration marks and stamped SM and Ortner & Houle; 
the base with screw-off cap, secured with a chain and housing 
an aperture for scent. London 1874. Suspensory chain. 
Hallmarked to each individual part. Approximately 8cm length. 
£400-600
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369 A Victorin vinaigrette; shaped rectangular with scroll-shaped 
borders, foliate engraved arto edges around an engine0turned 
cover and base. the cover with a vacant scroll cartouche. 
Foliate engraved sides. Hinged cover opening to reveal a scroll 
pierced and engraved grille.Birmingham 1851 by Thomas 
Dones. 4.3 x 3cm. £100-150

370 A George IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with applied cast 
foliate birders, engine-turned to cover, side and base. Vacant 
cartouche to cover. The hinged cover opening to reveal a 
pierced and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham, 1824 by John 
Betteridge. 4cm length £100-150

371 A small lot containing silver items, to include a plain silver 
vesta case, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark 
'H.W.Ltd' for Henry Williamson Ltd, dated 1919, measuring 4.8 
x 3.6 cm; a plain silver pill box pendant, hinged lid and ring for 
chatelaine, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark 
'CSG&Co.' for Charles Green & Son, dated 1920, measuring 
3.7 x 3.7 cm; a marcasite bar brooch with foliate motifs, set 
with sugarloaf coral and faceted pyrites, marked as '985', 
measuring 6.3 x 0.9 cm; two unmarked micro mosaic 
brooches, one in white metal and the other in yellow metal. 
Total weight of items 49.9 grams (5). £50-100

372 A George III double aperture snuff box; convex, rounded 
rectangular with prick and leaf engraved cover, and a 
monogram engraved within an oval cartouche. Foliate 
engraved base and trellis engraved sides. The base engraved 
with foliate decoration. The flat-hinged cover with two 
thumbpieces opening to reveal a double aperture. Birmingham 
1808. Maker's mark JL - possibly John Lawrence. 6.5 x 3.2cm. 
1.67ozt £150-250

373 A William IV castle top vinaigrette; rounded rectangular; the 
hinged cover depicting Newstead Abbey in relief within a 
foliate border; engine-turned base around a vacant rectangular 
cartouche; reeded sides and gilt interior with pierced and 
engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 1835 by Nathanial Mills. 
4.2 x 2.7 cm £120-180
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374 An Edwardian silver cigar box, with rounded corners, a hinged 
and domed cover featuring an oval blank cartouche and curved 
thumbpiece, fully lined with cedar wood, fitted with adjustable 
wooden partition and weighted base, Birmingham 1918, 
measures 24 x 16 x 8 cm, 42.5 toz gross. £80-120

375 A collection of silver dressing table pieces comprising a small 
double silver photograph frame, a round silver photograph 
frame, three silver mounted scent bottles, a green glass "First 
Impressions" scent bottle, a silver thimble and a silver square 
pill box with the hinged cover revealing a gilt interior, (8). £80-
120

376 A Victorian vinaigrette; shaped oval with scroll and foliate 
chased borders around an engien-turned ground and central 
monogram engraved cartouche. Similar decoration to sides 
and base; the hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt interior and 
foliate pierced and engraved grille. Birmingham 1845 by 
Nathanial Mills. 43.7cm length. £100-150

377 A pair of Edwardian silver-mounted cut glass scent bottles, 
London 1905 (maker indistinct), together with another similar.
(Qty: 3) £80-120

378 A large silver dressing table box of bow fronted rounded 
rectangular form, the pierced hinged cover with repousse 
chased decoration depicting a bride and groom leaving the 
church in a carriage with figures waving within C scrolls with 
two bells to either side, opening to reveal a gilded interior 
supported on four legs with claw feet, London 1903, by William 
Comyns, 14.4cm wide, together with another similar box by the 
same maker, London 1905, 12cm wide, 8.8ozt gross. £250-
350
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379 A pair of silver wine coasters with gadrooned border and 
turned mahogany based with vacant inset roundels, a silver 
trumpet-shaped vase with pierced band and flared loaded 
base, a square silver trinket box with pierced pull-off cover 
inscribed "Souvenir Hyde Park Hotel" by William Comyns, a 
silver vesta case, a Continental white metal coin inset ashtray, 
a silver plated pencil in case and a silver-topped walking cane 
£120-180

380 A Victorian silver snuff-box, rectangular with raised cast and 
applied foliate border with acorn decoration, slightly convex 
sides with similar decoration and engine-turned to base. The 
hinged cover engraved to the centre 'Gage d'Amitie' - (a token 
of friendship). Gilded interior. Birmingham 1841 by Nathanial 
Mills. 8.4 x 5.6cm. £250-350

381 A William IV castle top vinaigrette; rounded rectangular; the 
hinged cover depicting Windsor Castle in relief within a foliate 
border; engine-turned base around a vacant rectangular 
cartouche; reeded sides and gilt interior with pierced and 
engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 1827 by Nathanial Mills. 
3.7 x 2.7 cm £400-600

382 A pair of Edwardian silver baluster table lamps Sheffield 1904 
by Mappin & Webb, each converted from an oil lamp and fitted 
three anthemion and lion's paw monopodia over loaded 
tripartite bases. 24 cm high just the lamps.
Private estate £200-300

383 A small Victorian silver salver, Sheffield 1843 by Wilkinson & 
Co, with cast and applied grape vine rim and moulded border, 
on vine leaf scroll feet. 24 cm diameter. Together with a 
George III silver circular waiter. 19.8 ozt gross weight £200-
300
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384 A Victorian vinaigrette; shaped rectangular, with scrolling 
borders. The cover engraved with a riverside scene and sailing 
boats. Foliate engraved to base around a cartouche engraved 
'Mary'. Suspensory loop. The hinged cover opening to reveal a 
gilded interior with pierced and engraved foliate grille. Original 
sponge. Birmingham 1843 by Nathaniel Mills. 3.8cm length 
£150-250

385 A collection of five American coin silver tablespoons makers 
including B. Dexter (New Bedford) together with a probable 
coin silver ladle and other sterling silver flatware. 35 ozt of 
weighable silver excluding knives with loaded silver handles. 
£200-300

386 A Victorian castle top snuff box; rounded rectangular with 
foliate border and an engraved scene of an unidentified ruined 
castle; hinged cover and gilded interior.Birmingham 1835by 
Nathaniel Mills. 6.8 x 4cm £300-500

387 Three Edwardian silver trinket boxes, comprising a shaped 
rectangular example, the hinged cover repousse decorated 
with a classical vignette of a lady and her admirer in a 
landscape within scrolling foliate cartouche opening to reveal a 
gilded interior London 1901 by William Comyns, 11cm wide, 
together with a rectangular example decorated with the same 
pattern, Chester date letter worn, by James Deakin & Sons, 
and a heart box with Art Nouveau style repousse flowers on 
three scroll feet, the hinged cover opening to reveal a fitted silk 
pin cushion interior, Sheffield 1904, by Walker & Hall, the 
cover 9cm by 7.5cm, 10.7ozt (3) £150-250

388 Two cases of vanity or grooming set; Asprey London silver and 
green guilloche enamel travel vanity case, comprising four 
lidded bottles and jars, hair brush, clothes brush, comb, 
manicure kit, and a detachable mirror, leather case interior 
lined with moiré, Birmingham 1932, 35.0 x 28.0 x 12.5 cm; A 
six-piece orange and black guilloche enamel dressing table set 
in gilt metal, including hand mirror, four brushes, comb and 
fitted box with pad, unmarked, 36.5 x 19.0 x 6.5 cm. £150-200
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389 A continental white metal bread basket of oval form with cast 
lappet rim and pierced band, stamped B E, 31cm by 16.5cm, 
9.3 ozt £100-150

390 A set of six square silver ashtrays with cast Celtic bands, 
Birmingham 1953, 10.2cm by 10.2cm, together with a set of six 
silver plated ashtrays, 7.1cm x 7.1cm, 14.6 ozt weighable 
silver, (12) £120-180

391 A George III vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with reeded sides 
and engine-turned cover and base. The recover with a vacant 
circular cartouche. the hinged cover with bar thumbpiece, 
opening to reveal a gilt interior and grille pierced with blooming 
foliage within a heart-shaped plaque. London 1817 maker's 
mark WE. 4.6 cm length. Together with another vinaigrette 
smaller. the silver grille engraved with musical motifs. (lacking 
pins to cover and interior hinge and with signs of wear.) (2) 
£200-300

392 An Edwardian silver and enamel photograph frame, in Art 
Nouveau style, the velvet back with easel stand, London 1903, 
by William Hutton and Sons, 9.5cm x 9.5cm. £100-150

393 A presentation cased early 20th century (composite) silver five-
piece cruet set. London 1921 and earlier respectively by The 
Gold & Silversmiths Company. 6.6 ozt gross weight of 
weighable silver. £150-200
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394 A Victorian silver vinaigrette of shaped rectangular form overall 
engraved with scrolling foliate design, the hinged cover with 
cartouche engraved with initials opening to reveal a gilt interior 
with hinged pierced grill, Birmingham 1859 by Edward Smith, 
4.4cm x 3cm, 32.9 grams. £100-150

395 A George IV castle top snuff box; rounded rectangular with 
cast foliate border and similarly decorated slightly convex 
sides; the hinged cover depicting Windsor Castle in relief. 
Engine-turned to base. Gilt interior. Birmingham 1826. Maker's 
mark. TS. 7.8 x 4.8cm. 3.23 ozt. £300-500

396 A collection of Continental white metal decorative objects, 
comprising a Dutch shoe modelled in 18th century style, a 
Dutch model of a Windmill with figures at the base on four ball 
feet, a Dutch figure of a swan stamped 800, pair of Dutch 
figures stamped 800, a silver table snuff box the hinged cover 
repousse decorated with a baccanarian scene, import 
hallmarks, and a box in the form of a violin, 15.9 ozt (7) £200-
300

397 A George V twin-handled silver pedestal bowl, Sheffield 1913 
by Lee & Wigfull, 12.5 cm high x 21.5 cm wide, 11 ozt. £120-
180
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398 A Hungarian 17th century silver tankard. Tapering cylindrical 
with reeded skirt foot; the body with repousée and chased 
decoration to upper and lower sections depicting, winged putti 
and mythical birds within scrolling foliage. The centre with 
three circular cartouches depicting a winged putto and male 
and female warrior figures. Central engraved inscription 
reading 'Toldalagy. Mihaly Mihalcz Ersebet Ano. 1623'. the 
scrolling handle with caryatid above scrolling terminal to base. 
Lacking thumbpiece. The slightly domed, stepped, hinged 
cover with later cast foliate finial. The base with applied coin; 
maker's mark AF and scratch number. Traces of other marks - 
rubbed. 
29.5cm high. 28 ozt 
Note a near identical tankard (with differing finial) is illustrated 
as one in a series of stamps. This tankard is recorded as a 
silver tankard by Milhaly ToldalaghyThe collection is known as 
Hungarian Goldsmiths' Art circa 1970 £4,000-6,000

399 A 20th century Greek sterling silver lidded bowl with flame 
finial and flat chased cover and body on openwork scroll feet 
together with a modern sterling silver "Quaiche" form bowl with 
pierced tab handle. Together with a very large Christofle silver-
plated gravy boat with an integral stand, silver plated sugar 
caster and other items. 14 ozt gross weight of silver £200-400

400 A Victorian silver heart shaped dressing table box, the hinged 
cover with vacant cartouche surrounded by repousse scrolling 
flowing foliate design, Birmingham 1894, 14cm by 13cm, 7.9oz 
£200-300

401 A 20th-century arts and crafts style two-handled tazza, 
Birmingham 1934 makers mark rubbed, with engraved 
anniversary (1885-1935) inscription. On an openwork sphere 
column and domed spreading foot.Together with four 20th-
century small "porringer" shaped salts. 22.4 ozt gross weight. 
27 cm wide x 17 cm high the Tazza £300-400
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402 A William IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with applied, cast 
foliate border; engine-turned cover and base around a vacant 
rectangular cartouche; reeded sides and foliate bar 
thumbpiece. The gilt interior with pierced and engraved grille, 
depicting quills and a book against a foliate pierced ground. 
Original sponge. London 1835 by Thomas Edwards. 4.3 x 3.2 
cm £150-250

403 A George III vinaigrette; elongated octagonal with foliate 
engraved borders against a cross-hatched background, the 
centre with an engraved pennant bearing the words L'Amour'. 
Hinged cover opening to reveal a gilded interior and a grille 
pierced with lozenges and a central petal motif. Birmingham 
1813 by Samuel Pemberton. 4.1cm length £100-150

404 A Victorian silver vinaigrette in the form of a bag. the hinged 
oblong cover, flat chased with scrolling foliage, above shaped 
sides with foliate decoration around a monogram engraved 
cartouche. gilt interior and foliate pierced grille; with 
suspensory chain handle. Hallmarked to base, date letter 
indecipherable. By John Tongue £250-350

405 A William IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular, engine-turned to 
cover, sides and base, with a vacant rectangular cartouche to 
centre; hinged cover opening to reveal a gilded interior and 
pierced and engraved grille. Birmingham 1836 by Nathanial 
Mills. 4.5x 2.8cm £100-150

406 A George IV castle top vinaigrette depicting Kenilworth Castle, 
Warwick; rounded rectangular with foliate carved borders and 
reeded sides; the hinged cover with a relief depiction of 
Kenilworth castle, gilt interior and scroll pierced grille; 
Birmingham 1827 by Nathanial Mills. 4.2 x 2.8 cm £400-600
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407 A William IV silver-gilt vinaigrette in the shape of a watch case; 
circular with cast foliate borders and a hinged, engine-turned 
cover around a monogram engraved circular cartouche. Gilt 
interior with foliate engraved grille. Birmingham 1830 by 
Nathanial Mills.3.1cm diam. £150-250

408 A silver gilt and enamel table box; shaped rectangular with 
reeded sides; the hinged, green enamel cover decorated with a 
leafy branch and a dragonfly, with pseudo-Japanese script. 
Commemorative engraving to interior cover; with scrolling bar 
thumbpiece Import marks for London 1925. Sponsor's mark TK 
& Co. 9 x 6cm £100-150

409 An Edwardian silver sugar castor of square section baluster 
form. Chester 1907 by Walker & Hall., with high domed cover 
and supported by squat lions paw feet. 5.7 ozt, 17 cm overall 
height. £120-150

410 A late Victorian small silver-mounted carriage clock: circular 
white enamel dial; with Roman numerals, the case profusely 
chased and engraved with putti and scrolling foliage; vacant 
scroll-shaped cartouche to reverse. Folding carrying handle 
and on four bun feet. French movement. Case London 1899 by 
William Comyns. 13cm high £300-500

411 Two silver trinket boxes, comprising an Edwardian example 
the pierced hinged cover decorated with chased Pansy and 
leaf decoration, London 1906 by William Comyns, stamped 
retailers mark "Drew & Sons, Picaddily Circus S.W" 7.5 cm 
wide and a Victorian heart shaped example, the pierced cover 
with chased decoration of putti, C scrolls with flowering foliage, 
masks and an exotic bird, on a tortoiseshell ground, 
Birmingham 1892 by Nathan & Hayes, 7cm wide, 5.4 ozt gross 
£100-150
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412 A 19th century shell-shaped vinaigrette; reeded scalloped 
design to hinged cover and base, reeded sides, and lidded 
interior compartment (possibly replaced and lacking interior 
hinge). 19th century Birminghan hallmarks - indecipherable. 
2.5cm length. £70-100

413 An early 20th century silver gilt and pink shagreen snuff box, 
the hinged cover opening to reveal a gilded interior inscribed 
"Bunty from Bill 1916", London 1916, 8cm wide, 2.4 ozt. £150-
250

414 A George IV snuff box; rounded rectangular with an applied 
foliate border around a leaf engraved cover with engraved 
cartouche to centre; base with foliate design. the hinged cover 
opening to reveal a gilt interior and foliate pierced and 
engraved grille. Birmingham 1830. Maker's mark IL. 4.1cm 
£100-150

415 A late Victorian silver-framed photograph frame, inlaid with a 
tortoiseshell panel, London 1900 (maker indistinct), with 
leather easel back, 21 cm x 11.3 cm (full dimensions), together 
with two silver cigarette boxes, the largest 14 cm wide.
(Qty: 3) £120-180

416 A 19th-century continental silver baluster wine ewer with a high 
domed cover set with the figure of a young Bachus. Yje body 
with Neoclasical decoration and moc cut card decoration and 
fitted lion's mask spout and caryatid handle on moulded 
spreading foot. 16 ozt, 24 cm high. £250-300
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417 A Victorian vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with monogram 
engraved within a rectangular cartouche, engine-turned 
ground. Similar decoration to sides and base. Foliate bar 
thumbpiece. The hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt interior 
with pierced and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 1835 by 
Thomas Shaw. Together with a small silver vinaigrette, lacking 
grille. Birmingham 1824 by Thomas Parker. (2). £200-300

418 A pair of 20th century silver candlesticks heavily cast in 
George II style with rococo foliate scrolls and rocaille 
decoration, the detachable sconces with foliate scroll borders, 
London 1991, makers mark Da-mar Silverware, 24cm high, 
52ozt gross. £1,000-1,500

419 A George III miniature vinaigrette; elongated octagonal with 
prick and wrigglework engraved cover, sides, and base around 
a vacant oval cartouche. The hinged cover opening to reveal a 
gilt interior and prick and star pirced grille. Birmingham 1790 
by Samuel Pemberton. 1.9cm length £120-180

420 A Victorian vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with vacant scroll 
shaped cartouche around an engine-turned ground; foliate bar 
thumbpiece and engine0turned sides and base. The hinged 
cover opening to reveal a gilded interior and pierced and 
engraved foliate grill. Birmingham by Nathanial Mills 4.1cm 
length £100-150

421 A Victorian silver vesta case; rounded rectangular, foliate 
engraved, with side hinged opening and suspensory loop. 
Birmingham 1898 by George Unite; together with four further 
vesta cases similar. Gross weight 4.71ozt (5) £150-200
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422 An Edwardian silver box, rectangular in form, the hinged cover 
with repousse and chased decoration around a central 
monogrammed cartouche with putti, animals and birds 
amounts flowering foliate scrolls and C scrolls, opening to 
reveal a gilt and velvet lined interior, on four leaf scroll feet, 
London 1903, by William Comyns, Silversmiths Company Ltd 
stamp to the base, the cover 15cm by 9cm, 13ozt. £200-300

423 A pair of arched gothic form silver four-section toast racks, 
Sheffield 1920 by Gold & Silversmith company. Together with 
a set of six silver napkin rings, a cased part set of teaspoons 
and sugar nips , cut glass and silver pepper mill and other 
items. 25.6 gross weight of weighable silver £200-300

424 An Edwardian silver novelty playing card case in the form of a 
sedan chair; the sides chased and engraved with scrolling 
foliage against a lattice work ground; hinged cover and 
partitioned, gilded interior. London 1901 by Samuel Jacob. 
9.5cm high. £150-250

425 A George IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with applied, cast 
foliate border; engine-turned cover and base around a vacant 
rectangular cartouche; scrolling bar thumbpiece and gilt 
interior with scrolling foliate pierced and engraved grille. 
Birmingham 1827 by Francis Clark £120-180

426 An Edwardian vesta cum sovereign holder, oblong with foliate 
engraved decoration around a vacant shield-shaped 
cartouche. hinged cover with a strike to upper part; and 
sovereign holder with push-button opening and suspensory 
loop. Birmingham 1903 by Samuel M Levi. 8.3 overall length. 
£80-120
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427 An Engelhard, London, 1 Kilo ingot, marked 999 and 
numbered P19861, 12cm by 5cm £400-600

428 A William IV novelty vinaigrette in the form of a recumbent 
cow. The beast cast in repose above and hinged, arched, 
base, opening to reveal a gilt interior and foliate engraved 
grille. Sheffield hallmark, lacking date letter; by Henry 
Wilkinson and Co. 6cm length £500-700

429 A Victorian vinaigrette; shaped rectangular with scroll and 
foliate engraved cover, sides, and base. The hinged cover with 
a vacant cartouche, and opening to reveal a gilt interior and 
scroll and foliate pierced grille. Birmingham 1840 by Nathanial 
Mills. 3.4cm length £100-150

430 A large silver dressing table box of bow fronted rounded 
rectangular form, the pierced hinged cover with repousse 
chased decoration depicting a bride and groom leaving the 
church in a carriage with figures waving within C scrolls with 
two bells to either side, c scrolls and angels masks, supported 
on four legs with chased leaf decoration, London 1903, by 
William Comyns, 18cm wide, 9.3ozt £150-250

431 A William IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with cast foliate 
border and price engraved foliate centre around a vacant 
rectangular cartouche; The hinged cover opening to reveal a 
gilt interior and pierced and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 
1833 by Nathaniel Mills. 3.2cm length £100-150
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432 A large pair of German silver Shabbat candlesticks, hollow 
repoussé with volute scrolled capital and columns, with 
detachable push-fit sconces, to an unweighted fluted foot with 
scalloped rim, marked '12' loth, measures 30.0 cm height, 17.5 
ozt gross. £200-300

433 A George IV / William IV silver three-piece tea set, London 
1829 by Edward, Edward junior, John & William Barnard, but 
bearing the crowned Dismore retailers marks. With segmented 
compressed bodies, the teapot with decorative cast silver 
thistle finial and all supported by lappet feet with stylized 
honeysuckle decoration. 42.9 ozt gross weight. 30 cm wide the 
teapot. £600-700

434 A quantity of silver and silver plate comprising a pair of Asprey 
silver sauce boats, a pair of small silver coasters with turned 
wooden bases, a silver coaster with beaded borders, a pair of 
silver shell-shaped salts, two silver napkin rings, two silver 
decanter labels, a boxed silver cruet, a pair of silver sugar 
tongs, a silver tea strainer with turned wooden handle together 
with silver plated wares including an oval two handled tray, 
13.5 ozt weighable silver £200-300

435 A George III snuff box; rounded rectangular, with reeded cover, 
sides and base; flat-hinged lidded cover with bar thumbpiece. 
Gilt interior. London 1806. Maker's mark indecipherable. 9.3 x 
4.4 cm . 2.69 ozt. £150-250

436 A George III vinaigrette; octagonal, the cover engraved with 
fruits around a rectangular cartouche with scratch engraved 
monogram; prick engraved to sides and base. Two bar 
thumbpiece and hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt interior 
and a pierced grille engraved with a basket of fruit and 
scrolling foliage. Birmingham 1817 by Samual Pemberton. 
£100-150
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437 A Chinese, possibly Wang Hing, silver rectangular calling card 
tray, early 20th century, the sole engraved with rampaging 
dragons within a pierced gallery on segmented bun feet. 3.8 
ozt, 13 cm long x 8 cm wide x 2.6 cm high
Private collection £150-200

438 A 19th century novelty silver snuff box; in the form of a lady's 
shoe. Highly decorated with repousée worked scroll and 
foliage, hinged cover to the upper part. Possibly German, 
unidentified marks, probably Hanau. Import marks for Sheffield 
1894 and sponsor's mark for Samual Boyce Landeck .11 x 
5.5cm. £150-250

439 A Wiliam IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with interwoven 
trellis-style engraving around a wreath-shaped, monogram 
engraved cartouche; contiguous decoration to sides and base. 
Bar thumbpiece and hinged cover opening to reveal a gilded 
interior with pierced and engraved foliate engraved. London 
1824 by Thomas Edwards.3.6cm length`
3.5cm length £100-150

440 A late Victorian vesta case; profusely engraved throughout 
with a commemorative inscription within a scroll cartouche; 
side hinged cover, suspensory loop, and strike to base; 
Birmingham 1898 by Thomas Hayes; together with six other 
similar. 5.61ozt (6). £150-250

441 A large and impressive Indian silver circular pedestal punch 
bowl, late 19th /early 20th century, with bands of dancing 
deities and stiff plantain leaf detail. Bearing the marks T.R. 
Tawker & Sons, Madras. 41.4 ozt, 28.5 cm diameter, 20 cm 
high. £600-800
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442 A novelty pepper in the form of a kangaroo. The cast, seated 
marsupial, with pierced pull-off cover. London 1876 by Robert 
Hennell III Height 7.2 cm. 2ozt £200-300

443 A pair of Victorian silver chambersticks; the knopped stems 
above circular bases, urn shaped nozzles, and detachable 
foliate scones. Scrolling foliate decoration throughout. Loaded 
bases. London 1880 by Charles Boyton 11.5cm £150-250

444 A George III circular box and cover; the pull-off cover with 
chased bust portrait of a 17th century nobleman against a 
stippled ground; flat chased foliate bands to sides, and lemon 
gilded interior. 5.2cm diam. £100-150

445 A George III snuff box; rounded rectangular, slightly curved 
with flat hinged cover. Engraved to cover sides and base with 
leaves against a stippled background. Gilt interior. Birmingham 
1807 by Samual Pemberton. 5.5cm length. £120-180

446 A George III novelty vinaigrette in the form of a watch case; 
circular with prick engraved leaf cover around a vacant circular 
cartouche, similar decoration to base. Gilt interior and pierced 
and engraved grille with a swimming swan amidst foliage 
Birmingham 1791 by Joseph Wilmore. 3.3cm diam. £150-200
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447 An early 20th-century silver spirit kettle, stand and burner, 
Birmingham 1920 by E. Druiff & Co, bearing a presentation 
inscription. 39.1 gross weight. £250-300

448 A silver-framed dressing table mirror of rectangular form, the 
arched crest with vacant cartouche and repousse repeating 
flowerheads and stylised leaves enclosing a bevelled mirror 
plate, on a velvet backed frame with an easel stand, London 
1990, Keyford Frames Ltd, overall 36cm x 27cm. £100-150

449 A Victorian caddy spoon in the form of a leaf; the repousée 
worked bowl and engraved handle in the form of a stylised leaf. 
Birmingham by George Wheller and Co. £100-150

450 A 19th century continental chatelaine, with masks and bust 
profiles within swag cartouches; suspending a miniature mirror, 
a thimble in a frame; a sovereign holder, a whistle, and a vesta 
case. Various dates and makers. Gross weight 5.52ozt. £150-
250

451 A George III snuff box; rounded rectangular, prick engraved to 
sides, base and flat-hinged cover. Bar thumbpiece opening to 
reveal a gilt interior. Birmingham 1809 by Samuel Pemberton. 
5.8 x 3cm. 1.12ozt £300-500
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452 A George III double snuff box; of curved rounded rectangular 
form; the double-hinged cover opening to reveal twin gilded 
apertures; the cover engraved with a sailing vessel, the base 
with scrolling foliage. Birmingham 1808 by Samuel Pemberton 
£150-250

453 A Victorian parcel-gilt vinaigrette; shaped rectangular, the 
cover sides and base with engraved gilded scrolls against a 
segmented engine-turned ground. Foliate bar thumbpiece and 
suspensory loop. The hinged cover opening to reveal a pierced 
and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 1845 by Nathanial 
Mills 4.8 cm length £200-300

454 A George III vinaigrette; rectangular with foliate engraved 
cover against a cross-hatched ground. Monogram engraved 
within a shield-shaped cartouche; scroll thumbpiece and gilt 
interior, with scroll and foliate pierced and engraved grille, 
Birmingham 1830 by Thomas Newbold. 4 x 2.7cm. £100-150

455 An early 19th century Scottish silver and agate vinaigrette; 
oblong with caved foliate border and polished striated agate to 
cover, foliate bar thumbpiece and reeded borders, the base 
foliate engraved around a monogram engraved cartouche; the 
hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt grille pierced and 
engraved with thistle design. Maker's mark R&S struck three 
times to cover and base. 3.1 cm length £200-300

456 An Edwardian silver baluster water jug, Sheffield 1902 by 
Walker & Hall, with a hinged dome cover, scroll handle, and 
the body embossed rococo motifs. on a shaped spreading foot. 
17.9 ozt, 24 cm high. £150-200
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457 A small collection of decorative trinkets including a small 
Chinese silver easel photograph frame by Hungchong & Co 
(Canton) with pierced chrysanthemum border. Together with 
seven (950) silver kilt pins a silver thimble, cashew box, 
rosewood pot and cover and a soapstone matchbox cover. 4.7 
ozt of weighable silver. 8 cm high x 5.4 cm wide the primary 
item. £80-100

458 A Victorian vinaigrette; shaped rectangular with scrolling 
borders and foliate engraved cover and base, the cover with 
vacant foliate cartouche; bar thumbpiece; scroll pierced grille; 
Birmingham 1845 by Edward Smith. 4.1 x 3.1cm £120-180

459 A Victorian silver snuff box; rounded rectangular, the cover, 
sides and base decorated with chased and engraved scrolling 
foliage around central scroll-shaped vacant cartouche, bi-
furcated scrolling bar thumbpiece opening to reveal a gilt 
interior. Birmingham, probably 1845, by Nathanial Mills9.1 x 
6.8cm. £400-600

460 A George IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular, the cast sides 
with fruiting vines around a foliate engraved cover and 
engraved monogram. the hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt 
interior and a pierced and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 
1828 by Joseph Wilmore. 3.2cm length £100-150

461 An Edwardian silver pot-bellied cream jug. Chester 1901 by D 
& M. Davis together with a silver tea strainer and stand and a 
silver-plated circular waiter and sugar nips.4.6 ozt gross weight 
of weighable silver. £70-100
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462 A collection of five 19th century Continental white metal 
tablespoons with engraved and bright-cut decoration, one 
inscribed and dated 1808 and two others inscribed, together 
with a pair of Irish Kings pattern tablespoons Dublin 1834 and 
two forks, 19 ozt £200-300

463 An Edwardian round silver bowl with pierced decoration on 
three paw feet, Sheffield 1908 by James Dixon and Sons, 20.2 
cm diameter, 14.9 ozt £200-300

464 A George III silver pedestal coffee biggin, London 1815 by 
William Bennett, with half gadrooned body and bands of 
stylized honeysuckle. Supported by a spreading moulded foot. 
32.2 ozt, 24 cm high. £400-600

465 A heart-shaped Victorian vinaigrette; engine-turned to cover 
and base; the cover with a double monogram within a scrolling 
cartouche. Suspensory loop and bar thumbpiece. The hinged 
cover opening to reveal a gilded interior and pierced and 
engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 1852 but Nathaniel Mills. 4 
cm length £100-150

466 A silver wine coaster with turned wooden base, a silver tea 
strainer with turned ebonised handle, a silver mustard pot with 
blue glass liner and silver plated spoon, and a silver bonbon 
dish with a pierced band on a domed foot, 7.1 ozt weighable 
silver (5) £70-100
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467 A George III silver squat teapot of volute Krater form, London 
1809 by Peter & William Bateman with hinged cover, scroll 
handle and short spout. Supported on a spreading moulded 
foot. 26.3 ozt, 17 cm high overall. £300-400

468 A silver two part hip flask, Birmingham 1903, makers mark "G 
& S",15.5cm high. 7.3 ozt. £100-150

469 An early 20th-century rectangular silver cigarette box, 
Birmingham (?) 1908 makers mark rubbed. Bearing an 
inscription to Lieutenant (s) Duke, Royal Navy and dated 1955. 
20.5 cm long x 10.5 cm together with one other similar silver 
cigarette box, both have wooden linings and so their weight 
(69 ozt gross) is academic. £150-200

470 A part canteen of Christofle silver-plated "Cluny" flatware and 
cutlery and other items to include: 
12 table knives 
12 table forks 
12 luncheon forks 
12 luncheon knives 
12 dessert knives 
12 dessert forks 
12 dessert spoons 
8 soup spoons 
8 pastry forks 
7 coffee spoons 
6 teaspoons 
1 soup ladle 
1 perforated rice serving spoon 
1 cake slice 
1 salt cellar 
1 pepper mill 
1 table mustard and cover 
1sauce boat and corresponding ladle. £200-300
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471 An early 20th-century epns roll over breakfast bacon dish with 
floral and fluted dome body. On lions paw feet. 38 cm wide. 
£150-200

472 A Victorian old Sheffield plated two-handled Campagna urn 
form wine cooler the half gadrooned body with running bands 
of oak leaves and acorns. 30 cm wide x 26 cm high. £300-400

473 A part canteen for ten persons of Godinger "Old Copenhagen" 
flatware and cutlery including table knives, table forks, dessert 
spoons, dessert forks, and teaspoons together with other items 
of silver-plated wares. £80-120

474 A large collection of silver plate, to include a claret jug, 
candlesticks, teapot, cruets and others. £100-200
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